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8154

12. Radon (Z = 86)8155

8156

12.1. Chemical forms in the workplace8157

8158

(605) Radon is an inert (noble) gas that is encountered in elemental form either as a gas, or 8159

dissolved, usually in water.  8160

(606) Three isotopes of radon are considered in this section, 222Rn, 220Rn and 219Rn (Table 8161

12-1).  They are usually encountered as decay products of radium isotopes (226Ra, 224Ra and8162
223Ra), which are members of the three natural radioactive decay series, headed by the 8163

primordial radionuclides 238U, 232Th and 235U respectively (Figures 12-1 to 12-3).  Because of 8164

their origins, the isotopes 222Rn, 220Rn, 219Rn are commonly known as radon, thoron and 8165

actinon respectively.  The two isotopes 222Rn and 220Rn are the main sources of exposure 8166

from radon of importance for radiation protection. 8167
8168

Table 12-1. Isotopes of radon addressed in this report8169
8170

Isotope Physical half-life Decay mode
Rn-222 (radon) 3.8 days Alpha
Rn-220 (thoron) 56 seconds Alpha
Rn-219 (actinon) 4.0 seconds Alpha

8171

8172
8173

Figure 12-1. Natural decay series: Uranium-2388174
8175
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Uranium-235*

Thorium-231
Thorium-227*

Radium-223*

Radon-219*

Protactinium-231*

Polonium-215

Lead-211*

Actinium-227

Thallium-207

Francium-223*

Bismuth-211*

Lead-207 (stable)

700 million years

26 hours

19 days

11 days

4.0 seconds

1.8 milliseconds

2.1 minutes

4.8 minutes

36 minutes

33,000 years

Notes:

The symbols and indicate alpha and beta 

decay, and the times shown are half-lives.

An asterisk indicates that the isotope is also 

a significant gamma emitter.

22 years

(1%)

22 years

(99%)

22 minutes

8176
8177

Figure 12-2. Natural decay series: Uranium-2358178

8179

8180
Figure 12-3. Natural decay series: Thorium-2328181

8182
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(607) Uranium, radium and thorium occur naturally in soil and rocks and provide a 8183

continuous source of radon.  Radon can escape from the Earth's crust either by molecular 8184

diffusion or by convection and as a consequence is present in the air outdoors and in all 8185

buildings including workplaces.  The build up of activity concentrations of radon and its 8186

short-lived decay products within enclosed spaces gives rise to a radiation hazard.  This 8187

applies particularly to workplaces such as underground mines, tourist caves, and water supply 8188

facilities where ground water with a high radon concentration is treated or stored.   8189

(608) In general the problems posed by radon (222Rn) are much more widespread than 8190

those posed by thoron (220Rn).  Because thoron (220Rn) has a short half-life (56 s), it is less 8191

able than radon (222Rn) to escape from the point where is formed. As a consequence, building 8192

materials are the most usual source of indoor thoron exposure.  In contrast, radon (222Rn), 8193

which has a half-life of 3.8 days can diffuse in soil more than a meter from the point where it 8194

is formed.  As a result the ground underneath buildings is usually the main source of indoor 8195

radon (222Rn).  Because actinon (219Rn) has an even shorter half-life (4 s) its contribution to 8196

workplace exposure is generally low and in most situations can be ignored. Dose coefficients 8197

for it and its short-lived decay products are discussed in Section 12.5.4.8198

(609) Radon (222Rn), thoron (220Rn) and actinon (219Rn) gases decay into a series of solid 8199

short-lived radioisotopes (Figures 12-1 to 12-3).  The resulting aerosol is created in two steps 8200

(Figure 12-4).  After decay of the radon gas, the freshly formed radionuclides react rapidly (< 8201

1 s) with trace gases and vapours and grow by cluster formation to form particles around 1 8202

nm in size.  These are referred to as unattached progeny.  The unattached radionuclides may 8203

also attach to existing aerosol particles in the atmosphere within 1 – 100 s forming the so-8204

called attached progeny.  The attached progeny can have a trimodal activity size distribution 8205

which can be described by a sum of three lognormal distributions (Porstendörfer, 2001). 8206

These comprise the nucleation mode with an activity median thermodynamic diameter 8207

(AMTD) between 10 nm and 100 nm, the accumulation mode with AMTD values of 100 –8208

450 nm and a coarse mode with activity med8209

Generally, the greatest activity fraction is in the accumulation mode.  8210

8211
Figure 12-4. Schematic representation of the behaviour of radon progeny in an enclosed space, 8212
(NRC, 1991; Porstendörfer, 1994)8213
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8214

(610) Because radon progeny in the air can be removed by plate-out (i.e. by deposition on 8215

surfaces) and ventilation, the activity concentrations of the short-lived radon progeny in the 8216

air are less than that of the radon gas.  This is quantified by the equilibrium factor, F which is 8217

a measure of the degree of disequilibrium between the radon gas and its progeny (see below).  8218

If the activity concentrations of the short-lived radon progeny were equal to the activity 8219

concentration of the radon gas (i.e. secular equilibrium had been reached) then F would be 1. 8220

However, because of plate-out and ventilation, F is in practice always less than 1; typically 8221

for 222Rn, F is 0.4 for indoor air and 0.2 for force-ventilated mines. 8222

(611) For exposures to radon (222Rn) and thoron (220Rn) gas, inhalation of their short-lived 8223

decay products generally gives much higher contributions to effective dose than inhalation of 8224

the gas itself (Figures 12-1 to 12-3). Following inhalation of the short-lived progeny most of 8225

their decay takes place in the lung before clearance can occur, either by absorption into blood 8226

or by particle transport to the alimentary tract.  As a consequence the lung dose contributes 8227

more than 95% of the effective dose.  Because of the importance of this route of exposure, 8228

detailed consideration is given below to exposures to radon and thoron decay products.8229

Exceptionally, dose coefficients are given here for simultaneous intakes of radon with its 8230

short-lived decay products, under exposure conditions representative of two different types of 8231

workplace. 8232

8233

12.2. Special quantities and units8234

8235

(612) Special quantities and units are used to characterise the concentration of radon and 8236

its short-lived progeny in the air, and the resulting inhalation exposure.8237

8238

Concentration8239

(613) The dose to the lung mainly arises from the inhalation of the short-lived radon 8240

progeny and the alpha particles emitted during their decay and that of their short-lived 8241

progeny.  The quantity ‘potential alpha energy concentration (PAEC)’ of the radon progeny 8242

mixture was historically used as a measure of concentration that was an indicator of dose and 8243

p,i of an atom, i,  in the decay chain of radon (222Rn) is the total 8244

alpha energy emitted during the decay of  this atom to stable 210Pb.  The PAE per unit of 8245

activity (Bq) of radionuclide, i p,i r,i r (in s-1) is the radioactive decay constant.  8246

The PAE per atom and per unit activity are listed in Table 12-2 for the short-lived progeny of 8247

radon (222Rn) and thoron (220Rn).  The PAEC, cp, of any mixture of short-lived radon progeny 8248

in air is the sum of the PAE of these atoms present per unit volume of air.  Thus, if ci (in Bq 8249

m-3) is the activity concentration of decay product nuclide i, the PAEC of the progeny mixture 8250

is8251

8252

i

iripip cc ,, (Eq. 12-11)8253

8254
(614) The SI unit of this quantity is J m-3 (1 J m-3 = 6.242 1012 MeV m-3).8255

(615) The historical unit of PAEC that was used in the mining industry is the working 8256

level (WL).  A concentration of 1 WL is defined, in ICRP Publication 65 (ICRP, 1993), as 8257

any combination of the short-lived radon progeny in 1 m3 of air that will result in the 8258

emission of 1.300 108 MeV of alpha energy (i.e. a PAEC of 1.300 108 MeV m-3).8259

(616) The so-called equilibrium equivalent concentration (EEC) is defined as the activity 8260
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concentration of radon gas, in equilibrium with its short-lived progeny which would have the 8261

same potential alpha energy concentration as the existing non-equilibrium mixture. It can 8262

therefore be calculated as follows for a given radon progeny mixture:8263

8264

i

irip

i

iripic

EEC
,,

,,

(Eq. 12-2)8265

8266

(617) One WL equals approximately 3750 Bq m-3 of EEC of 222Rn (radon gas) or 8267

approximately 275 Bq m-3 of EEC of 220Rn (thoron gas).  8268

8269
Table 12-2. Potential alpha energy per atom and per unit activity for radon (

222
Rn) and thoron 8270

(
220

Rn)  progeny.8271
8272

Nuclide Half-life Potential alpha energy
per atom per unit of activity
MeV 10-12 J MeV Bq-1 10-10 J Bq-1

Radon (222Rn) progeny:
218Po 3.05 min 13.69 2.19 3.615 103 5.79
214Pb 26.8 min 7.69 1.23 1.784 104 28.6
214Bi 19.9 min 7.69 1.23 1.325 104 21.2
214Po 7.69 1.23 2 10-3 3 10-6

Total at equilibrium, per Bq of 222Rn 3.471 104 55.6
Thoron (220Rn) progeny:
216Po 0.15 s 14.6 2.34 3.16 5.1 10-3

212Pb 10.64 h 7.8 1.25 4.312 105 691
212Bia 60.6 min 7.8 1.25 4.090 104 65.5
212Po 304 ns 8.78 1.41 3.85 10-6 6.2 10-9

Total at equilibrium, per Bq of 220Rn 4.721 105 756
a 212Bi decays into 212Po and 208Tl with branching ratio of 64% and 36%.8273

8274

Equilibrium factor, F8275

(618) The equilibrium factor, F is defined as the ratio of the EEC to the radon gas 8276

concentration. In other words, it is the ratio of the PAEC for the actual mixture of radon 8277

decay products to that which would apply at radioactive equilibrium.8278

8279

Exposure8280

(619) The PAE exposure is defined as the time integral of the PAEC in air.  The SI unit of 8281

PAE exposure is J h m-3 and the historical unit applied to uranium mining is the working 8282

level month (WLM). The WLM is defined as the cumulative exposure from breathing an 8283

atmosphere at a concentration of 1 WL for a working month of 170 hours.  The relationship 8284

between the historical and SI units is as follows:8285

8286

1 WLM = 3.54 mJ h m-3
8287

1 mJ h m-3 = 0.282 WLM8288

8289

(620) One WLM equals approximately 6.37 105 Bq h m-3 of EEC of 222Rn (radon gas) or 8290

approximately 4.68 104 Bq h m-3 of EEC of 220Rn (thoron gas).   In terms of SI units, 1 J h m-3
8291
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equals approximately 1.80 108 Bq h m-3 of EEC of 222Rn gas or approximately 1.32 107 Bq h 8292

m-3 of EEC of 220Rn gas.   For 222Rn, if the exposure is expressed in terms of the radon gas 8293

concentration then the two units are related via the equilibrium factor:  1 WLM = (6.37 105 /8294

F) Bq h m-3 or 1 J h m-3 = (1.80 108 / F) Bq h m-3.8295

(621) Because of its short half-life, the gas activity concentration of thoron (220Rn) can 8296

vary substantially across an enclosed space and so it is not possible to use thoron gas 8297

concentration in dose evaluation.  Therefore, for control purposes, the PAEC of the thoron 8298

progeny should be determined; that is, the EEC of thoron should be controlled.  In ICRP 8299

Publication 65 (ICRP, 1993), it was stated that ‘for protection against thoron, it is usually 8300

sufficient to control the intake of the decay product, 212Pb, which has a half-life of 10.6 8301

hours’.  This is because the PAE per unit activity inhaled is about 10 times higher for 212Pb 8302

than for other thoron progeny (Table 12-2).  However, in this report doses are calculated for 8303

exposures of thoron and its decay products, considering intakes of 212Pb as well as 212Bi and 8304
220Rn.  8305

8306

Unattached fraction, fp8307

(622) The unattached fraction, fp is defined as the fraction of the potential alpha energy 8308

concentration (PAEC) of the short-lived progeny that is not attached to the ambient aerosol.  8309

The magnitude of fp primarily depends on the concentration of particles of ambient aerosol, Z 8310

and can be estimated with the semi-empirical equations given by Porstendörfer, (2001):8311

8312

Radon (222Rn) progeny:  
)(

414
3cmZ

f p (Eq. 12-3)8313

Thoron (220Rn) progeny:   
)(

150
3cmZ

f p (Eq. 12-4)8314

8315

(623) Porstendörfer and his colleagues measured the unattached fraction of radon and 8316

thoron progeny using a single screen diffusion battery with 50% penetration for 4 nm 8317

diameter particles.  A condensation nuclei counter was used to measure Z for particle8318

diameters > 5 nm.  Equation (3) agrees fairly well with data for 2000 < Z < 7 105 cm-3
8319

(Porstendörfer, 2001).  At lower particle concentrations (Z< 400 cm-3), the agreement with 8320

data is poor (Cheng et al., 1997).  Also the above equation may underestimate fp in situations 8321

where the radon progeny is far from equilibrium as is the case in some modern mines, which 8322

are ventilated at a high rate to reduce radon concentrations (Cavallo et al., 1999).  Because of 8323

the relatively long radioactive half-life of the thoron decay product 212Pb (10 h), the fp value 8324

for the thoron progeny is lower than that for the radon progeny under the same conditions.  8325

Reasonable agreement was obtained between equation (4.4) and the data of Tschiersch et al., 8326

2007, for 900 < Z < 3 104 cm-3.8327

8328

Correlation between F and fp8329

(624) For indoor air, F is weakly correlated with the unattached fraction, fp8330

8331

Chen et al., 1998; Tokonami, et al., 1996a; NRC, 1991; Vanmarcke, et al., 1989).  This 8332

negative correlation between F and fp has also been observed in 8333

2008).  The correlation can be explained as follows for conditions where the ventilation rate 8334

is relatively low: When the aerosol particle concentration is high the unattached fraction is 8335

low, and the equilibrium factor is relatively high as more of the radon progeny are attached 8336
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and stay in the air. More stay in the air because plate-out rates (i.e. deposition rates) for the 8337

aerosol attached nuclides are significantly lower than that for the unattached nuclides 8338

(Porstendörfer, 1994).  Taking account of this negative correlation between F and fp, it has 8339

been shown that for indoor air the radon gas concentration is a better index of dose than the 8340

PAEC under a range of aerosol conditions normally encountered (Vargas et al., 2000; Marsh8341

and Birchall, 1998; Vanmarcke, et al., 1989; James et al., 1988).  On this basis and because of 8342

practical considerations, radon gas measurements are generally carried out in homes and 8343

indoor workplaces.  However, in mines with forced ventilation, the correlation between F and 8344

fp is unlikely, so control of radon exposure in mines should be in terms of PAE exposure.8345

8346

12.3. External dose8347

8348

(625) Radon progeny in the ambient air can plate-out (i.e. deposit) on surfaces including 8349

human skin.  The alpha particles emitted will deliver a dose to the outer layers of the skin in 8350

areas exposed to the atmosphere such as neck and face whereas skin protected by clothing and8351

hair will in general receive a minimal dose (AGIR, 2009).  The amount of radon progeny 8352

depositing on the skin for a given air concentration mainly depends on the deposition 8353

velocity, which in turn depends on particle size and air movement. The BEIR VI report 8354

(NRC, 1999) gives values of absorbed dose rate to exposed areas of the skin as a result of 8355

domestic exposure to 222Rn based on the work of Harley and Robbins (1992) and of Eatough 8356

and Henshaw (1992). The latter authors give estimates of equivalent dose to skin of 1.4 10-8
8357

Sv per Bq h m-3 (range 0.97 10-8 to 9.710-8 Sv per Bq h m-3 ) for 222Rn and 1.1 10-7 Sv per Bq 8358

h m-3 (range 0 to 7.2 10-7 Sv per Bq h m-3) for EEC of  220Rn.   These values relate to the 8359

basal cell layer of the face and neck with8360

values for 222Rn were calculated assuming F= 0.5 (and fp =0.03), so the estimated equivalent 8361

dose to skin in terms of mSv per WLM for indoor exposure is about  18 mSv per WLM 8362

(range 12 to 124 mSv per WLM).  The estimated range mainly reflects the uncertainties in the 8363

deposition velocity of the radon progeny.  As the tissue weighting factor for the skin is 0.01, 8364

this skin dose contributes a small amount to the overall effective dose (Table 12-15).   8365

(626) Charles (2004), point out that currently there is no definitive answer to the location 8366

and the identity of the target cells in the skin that play a dominate role in the induction of skin 8367

cancer.  It has generally been assumed by several authors that the basal cell layer of the 8368

epidermis is the target cell layer.  However, there are existing animal data that imply that the 8369

target cells are in the underlying dermis, in which case they may lie too deep to receive any 8370

significant dose from radon progeny on skin surface.  In this report, the calculation of 8371

effective dose from exposure to radon and its progeny does not include dose to skin from 8372

radon progeny deposited on skin surface.8373

(627) The external dose from submersion in a cloud of radon and its decay products is not 8374

considered in this report.  8375

8376

12.4. Routes of Intake8377

8378

12.4.1. Inhalation8379

8380

(628) Consideration is given to the two components of exposure:8381

Inhalation of the short-lived decay products;8382

Inhalation of radon gas.8383
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(629) Absorption parameter values for radon decay products are addressed in the 8384

inhalation sections of the elements (lead, bismuth and polonium) and are given in Table 12-3.8385

As described in OIR part 1, Section 3.2.3 shared kinetics are assumed in the respiratory tract.  8386

However, analysis has shown that the application of independent kinetics in the respiratory 8387

tract rather than shared kinetics would make little difference to the lung dose; less than about 8388

5%. 8389

(630) Information is available on the behaviour of inhaled radon and other inert gases in 8390

man.  This information is given in Section 12.4.3, which describes the biokinetic model for 8391

radon following inhalation and ingestion. 8392

8393
Table 12-3. Absorption parameter values for inhaled radon progeny8394

8395
Inhaled radon progeny Dissolution parameter 

values
Uptake parameter 
values

Absorption 
from the 
alimentary 
tract, fAfr sr (d–1) ss (d–1) fb Sb (d–1)

Polonium 1 3 – – – 0.1
Lead 0.1 100 1.7 0.5 1.7 0.02
Bismuth 1 1 – – – 0.05

8396

Inhalation of the short-lived decay products of 
222

Rn8397

(631) Aerosol characteristics need to be defined in order to calculate doses from inhaling 8398

radon progeny.  The activity size distribution of the radon progeny aerosol can be very 8399

variable and depends upon the exposure scenario.  For the purposes of dose calculation, 8400

aerosol parameter values are given for indoor workplaces and mines (Table 12-4).  However, 8401

for completeness measured values of aerosol parameters for tourist caves, water supply 8402

facilities and thermal spas are also discussed.  Because the absolute risk of lung cancer from 8403

inhaling radon and its progeny is greatly influenced by tobacco smoking, choosing aerosol 8404

parameter values other than those given in Table 12-4 is considered generally not to be 8405

warranted for radiation protection purposes.8406

(632) The relative activity size distribution of unattached radon progeny clusters depends 8407

on the concentration of water vapour, trace gases and the electrical charge distribution of the 8408

radionuclides in the air.  Porstendörfer (2001) found that under ‘normal’ conditions of 8409

humidity and radon concentration, the activity size distribution of the unattached progeny can 8410

be approximated with three lognormal distributions.  The AMTD values measured were 0.6 8411

nm, 0.85 nm, and 1.3 nm with geometric standard deviations ( g) of about 1.2.  In places with 8412

high radon concentrations, the fraction with the greatest AMTD value (1.3 nm) was not 8413

observed.  The neutralisation rate of the unattached clusters increases with radon 8414

concentration and so it is likely that modes below 1 nm are mainly associated with neutral 8415

clusters, whereas modes above 1 nm are charged clusters (Porstendörfer et al., 2005).  Huet et 8416

al. (2001b) also measured the size distribution for the unattached radon progeny and found a 8417

unimodal distribution with median diameters between 0.5 and 1.5 nm and values of g8418

between 1.2 and 1.4.  Other workers have also measured a unimodal distribution in the range 8419

0.7 – 1.7 nm (Cheng et al., 1997; El-Hussein, et al., 1998; Mohammed, 1999; El-Hussein, 8420

2005).  For the purposes of dose calculation and for simplicity, a unimodal distribution with 8421

an AMTD of 0.9 nm and a g of 1.3 is assumed here for all exposure scenarios.8422

(633) The size of the unattached radon progeny is assumed to remain constant in the lung 8423

(NRC, 1991).  However, some of the ambient aerosols, to which radon progeny attach, are 8424
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unstable in saturated air (i.e. hygroscopic) and are assumed to grow very quickly on inhalation 8425

by a given factor (Sinclair et al., 1974; NRC, 1991). For modelling purposes and simplicity, it 8426

is assumed that the AMTD increases by the hygroscopic growth factor (hgf) instantaneously 8427

as the particle enters the nose or mouth. Assumed values for the hgf are given in Table 12-48428

for different exposure scenarios.  8429

(634) Porstendörfer (1996) pointed out that results of experimental studies show that the 8430

differences between the activity size distribution of the individual decay products attached on 8431

aerosol particles are negligible. Therefore, for simplicity and for dosimetry purposes, the 8432

aerosol distribution of each of the short-lived 222Rn progeny (i.e. of 218Po, 214Pb and 214Bi) is 8433

assumed to be the same.  8434

(635) Low pressure cascade impactors, which measure the aerodynamic diameter, can be 8435

used to measure the activity size distribution of the attached progeny. Such results are 8436

expressed in terms of an AMAD with a g for a given mode of the attached size distribution 8437

(Reineking et al., 1994). However, measurements carried out with diffusion batteries measure 8438

the thermodynamic diameter and the results are expressed in terms of AMTD with a g for a 8439

given mode.  For particle sizes less than 500 nm diffusion is the dominate mechanism of 8440

deposition in the respiratory tract and the AMTD is the parameter that characterises 8441

deposition by diffusion.8442

8443

8444

8445
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8446

8447

8448
Table 12-4. Aerosol parameter values for different exposure scenarios for 222Rn progeny8449

8450

Exposure scenario fp
a, b Equilibrium 

factor, F
Attached aerosol characteristics in the ambient airc

Mode, i fpi AMADi

(nm)
Density, i

(g cm-3)
Shape factor, 

i

AMTDi

(nm)
gi hgfi

d

Indoor workplace 0.1 0.4 n
a

0.2
0.8

30
250

1.4
1.4

1.1
1.1

24
213

2.0
2.0

2.0
2.0

Mine  0.01 0.2 a 1.0 0.7e 1.0e 250 2.0 1.0
a fp = unattached fraction in terms of the potential alpha energy concentration (PAEC).8451
b The unattached progeny are assumed to have an AMTD of 0.9 nm with g = 1.3, and unit density and shape factor.8452
c Indices i = n and a represent the accumulation and nucleation modes. fpi = fraction of attached PAEC for mode i.  gi = geometric standard deviation of mode i.  hgfi =8453

hygroscopic growth factor for mode i.8454
d It is assumed that the AMTD increases by hgf instantaneously as the particle enters the nose or the mouth.  For simplicity, the hygroscopically enlarged particles are assumed 8455

to have unit density and shape factor.8456
e The values chosen for th8457

-3 (Park et al., 2003; Olfert et al., 2007).8458
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Indoor workplaces8459

(636) Published data on activity size distributions in indoor workplaces other than homes 8460

are relatively sparse.  Reichelt et al. (2000) carried out activity size measurements of radon 8461

progeny at several workplaces including offices, workshops, factories, kitchens, agricultural 8462

facilities and public buildings like schools, hospitals and art galleries.  Porstendörfer (2001) 8463

summarised their results and suggested dividing indoor workplaces into two categories: 8464

workplaces in rooms without coarse particles, and workplaces with coarse particles generated 8465

by human activities and dispersion processes.  Calculated values of the equivalent dose to the 8466

lung per unit exposure for the two categories differed by less than 10% (Porstendörfer, 2001).  8467

In this report workplaces in rooms without coarse particles are considered.8468

(637) The parameter values of the activity size distribution for the attached radon progeny 8469

assumed for indoor workplaces (Table 12-4) are based primarily on the measurement results 8470

of Porstendörfer (2001) and on results published for homes.  Marsh et al. (2002) summarises 8471

measurement results for homes published in the literature since 1980. 8472

(638) For an aged aerosol (i.e. without additional aerosols), the presence of a nucleation 8473

mode is not always measured but can be observed when additional aerosols are produced 8474

(Marsh et al., 2002; Huet et al., 2001b; Tu et al., 1991; NRC, 1991).  For an aged aerosol, 8475

Huet et al. (2001b) found that the attached size distribution consisted only of the 8476

accumulation mode.  However, intercomparison measurements performed in a house in 8477

Germany, without additional aerosols, showed nucleation and accumulation modes with the 8478

fraction of the attached PAEC in the nucleation mode (fpn) being about 0.2 (Reineking et al., 8479

1994).  Measurements of the activity size distribution of the attached progeny in a dwelling in 8480

Okinawa, Japan also showed a nucleation mode with an activity fraction of 0.14 (Kranrod et 8481

al., 2009). The mean AMAD of the nucleation mode was about 30 nm with a g of 1.6. 8482

Porstendörfer (2001) reported values of fpn between 0.2 and 0.5 for workplaces.  The AMAD 8483

of the nucleation mode was reported to be between 15 to 40 nm with a g ranging between 8484

1.6 and 2.2.  A fpn value of 0.2 is assumed here for indoor workplaces.  An AMAD of 30 nm 8485

with a g of 2.0 is assumed for the nucleation mode.  8486

(639) Indoor measurements of the AMAD of the accumulation mode show a wide range of 8487

values, typically between 110 – 370 nm (Huet et al., 2001b, Porstendörfer, 2001, Mohammed, 8488

1999, El-Hussein et al., 1998; Tu et al., 1991; Tu and Knutson, 1988).  A central value of 250 8489

nm is assumed here with a g of 2.0. 8490

(640) Sinclair et al. (1974) found that atmospheric particles in their laboratory increased in 8491

diameter by about a factor of 2 when the relative humidity increased from zero to 98%.  For 8492

indoor workplaces a hygroscopic growth factor (hgf) of 2.0 is assumed here for the ambient 8493

aerosol.  The density (g cm-3) and the shape factor of these hygroscopically enlarged particles 8494

are taken to be unity.  8495

(641) Measurements of the unattached fraction, fp, in indoor workplaces such as schools 8496

and offices show a wide range of values, typical between 3% and 15% and with some values 8497

1; Yu et al., 1998; Tokonami et al., 8498

1996b; Hattori et al., 1995, Hattori and Ishida, 1994).  Typical values of fp in homes range 8499

between 4% and 20% with some values greater than 40% (Kranrod et al., 2009; El-Hussein, 8500

2005; Mohamed, 2005; Vargas, et al., 2000; Tokonami, et al., 1996a; Yu, et al., 1996; Hopke, 8501

et al., 1995; Reineking and Porstendörfer, 1990; Chen, et al., 1988; Kojima and Abe, 1988).  8502

A representative value of fp = 0.1 is chosen for indoor workplaces.8503

(642) The value of the equilibrium factor, F, depends mainly on the indoor ventilation rate 8504

due to opening/shutting of windows, use of electric fans, air conditioners and dehumidifiers.  8505
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(Iyogi et al., 2003; Iimoto, 2000; Iimoto et al., 2001; Chen, et al., 1998).  Typically, mean 8506

values of F ranged from 0.3 to 0.6 for schools, kindergardens, offices, nuclear power plant, 8507

factories and cafes (Labidi et al., 28508

2005; Iyogi et al., 2003; Misdaq and Flata, 2003; Tokonami et al., 2003, 1996; Yu et al., 8509

2000, 1998; Hattori et al., 1995; Hattori and Ishida, 1994).  In its 2000 report, UNSCEAR 8510

assumed an F value of 0.4 for indoor exposures, based mainly on measurements in dwellings 8511

in the USA (Hopke et al., 1995) and in India (Ramachandran and Subba Ramu, 1994).  A F 8512

value of 0.4 is assumed here for indoor workplaces, which is in agreement with the value 8513

given in ICRP Publication 65 (ICRP, 1993).8514

8515

Mines8516

(643) Characterising the aerosol parameters for mines is difficult because of the highly 8517

variable conditions and because of the different types of mining conditions such as use of 8518

diesel or electric powered equipment, different ventilation rates, and the type of heating used 8519

during the winter months (Marsh et al., 2008; Cavallo, 2000).  8520

(644) Measurements were made of the activity size distribution in two mines in the USA in 8521

Colorado and New Mexico (Cooper et al., 1973).  Because the measurements were made 8522

during wintertime, it is likely that the incoming ventilation air was heated by burning propane 8523

gas.  However, it is not clear from the report whether the heaters were being used when the 8524

measurements were made. Both mines used diesel engines.  The measurements were carried 8525

out with a low pressure impactor having five stages and a backup filter. However, its 8526

resolution was relatively poor.  These data were reanalysed by Cavallo (1998) using modern 8527

unfolding techniques.  The reanalysed data showed that for the Colorado mine the AMAD of 8528

the principal mode ranged from 111 nm to 303 nm with a mean of 200 nm. The mean value 8529

g was 2.0.  Four out of the nine spectra had a secondary mode with a peak around 30 nm 8530

containing about 20-25% of the PAEC.  However, given the poor resolution of the impactor 8531

the authors did not consider this secondary mode in their dose calculations.   For the New 8532

g of the accumulation modes were 140 nm 8533

and 2.9 respectively (Cavallo, 1998).   8534

(645) Measurements were carried out in four uranium mines in New Mexico, USA during 8535

the summer of 1971 (George et al., 1975).  All four mines were diesel powered with one of 8536

the mines being much less active than the others.  The activity size measurements obtained 8537

with a diffusion battery were reanalysed by Knutson and George (1990).  Twenty six spectra 8538

were obtained; nine of the spectra were unimodal with a mean AMTD of 150 nm ( 80 – 2108539

nm) and a g of about 2.7, and 11 spectra had both unattached and accumulation modes.  The 8540

remaining six spectra showed one activity peak at 100 – 200 nm and another at 5 – 10 nm.  8541

The average value of the equilibrium factor was 0.17.   8542

(646) During the summer of 1978 measurements were carried out with a diffusion battery 8543

in a Canadian diesel powered uranium mine (Busgin et al., 1981).  An AMTD of about 100 8544

g of 1.9 was measured in an exhaust ventilation area of the mine.  The unattached 8545

fraction of 218Po was estimated to be less than 2%.  Based on the measured particle 8546

concentration (105 cm-3), fp is calculated to be about 0.4%.   The same group also carried out a8547

second set of measurements during the winter of 1985 in two mines in Canada; one mine used 8548

diesel equipment and the other used electrically powered equipment (Kahn et al., 1987).  In 8549

the diesel powered mine the AMTD was about 90 nm with a g of 1.8 whereas in the 8550

g of 1.8.  The measurements 8551

were carried out with a set of diffusion batteries which had relatively poor resolution.  8552

(647) Activity size measurements have been performed at a diesel powered uranium mine 8553
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in France, at the Bellezane mining centre during the summer of 1989 (Boulaud and Chouard, 8554

1992).  The gallery cross section was 10 m2 with mean air velocities of about 1 m s-1.  A 8555

combination of a cascade impactor in series with a diffusion battery was used to carry out the 8556

measurements.  The AMTD ranged from 150 nm to 210 nm with a mean of 178 nm.  The 8557

aerosol concentration was also measured; mean values per half day varied from 6 104 to 9 104
8558

cm-3.  This indicates fp values of less than about 1%. 8559

(648) Butterweck et al. (1992) carried out activity size measurements in underground 8560

mines in Germany with a low pressure cascade impactor and a high volume impactor.  The 8561

unattached fraction was also measured with wire screens.  Their results showed that with 8562

diesel engines, the diesel aerosol dominates the mine aerosol resulting in a very low 8563

unattached fraction; 0.1% - 2.5% with a mean of 0.7%.  In the diesel powered slate mine, they 8564

found that during working hours the AMAD of the accumulation mode was about 200 nm 8565

g of about 2.0.  During non-working hours the AMAD increased to about 350 nm.   8566

For the other active mines in Germany (barite: Dreislar, Bad Lauterberge; iron: Salzgitter; 8567

-Schloppen), the mean values of the AMAD ranged from 180 – 270 nm during 8568

working hours. The equilibrium factor value ranged from 0.3 to 0.6 with a mean of 0.45.8569

(649) Solomon et al. (1993, 1994) carried out activity size distributions measurements in 8570

an underground uranium mine, at Olympic Dam, South Australia.  Measurements were 8571

carried out with a serial graded screen array and a diffusion battery.  In areas of the mine 8572

where there were large diesel-powered vehicles, the AMTD of the accumulation mode ranged 8573

from 200 to 300 nm.  The average value of g of about 2.5.  In 8574

the areas of the mine where there were no vehicles or the ventilation intakes were close by, 8575

the AMTD values were smaller in the range 90-200 nm with a mean of 150 nm.  The mean 8576

value of the unattached fraction throughout the mine was about 3% to 4% and the mean value 8577

of the equilibrium factor was about 0.2.  8578

(650) Measurements have been carried out to characterise the aerosol in a wet underground 8579

uranium mine in northern Saskatchewan, Canada (Cavallo, 1997, 2000; Cavallo et al., 1999,8580

Wu-Tu et al., 1997).  This mine used state-of-the art mining technology and used diesel 8581

powered equipment extensively. Because of the exceptionally high grade ore, the mine 8582

ventilation rate was very high; about 3.6 104 m3 min-1, which was estimated to be about one 8583

air change per 3 minutes.  The average air velocity in the main decline was about 5 m s-1 (12 8584

mph).   Measurements were carried out in the winter of 1995 and in the summer of 1996.  An 8585

impactor with a graded screen array was used to determine the size distribution over a range 8586

of particle sizes of 0.6 to 5000 nm.  During the winter months the temperature inside the mine 8587

was maintained at 5ºC by direct burning of  propane gas to heat the ventilation air. As a 8588

result, the mine aerosol consisted of particles from the combustion of propane gas as well as 8589

diesel particles. The winter time measurements carried out at a stope and a drilling area where 8590

miners were working showed predominately a two modal distribution for the attached 8591

progeny.  The fraction of the attached PAEC associated with the nucleation and accumulation 8592

modes were about 65%, and 35%, and the mean values of the AMAD were about 60 nm and 8593

330 nm respectively. The unattached fraction (fp) was about 1%.  Winter time measurements 8594

were also carried out at a bolt-storage bay next to a major mine exhaust.   Most of these 8595

measurements showed that the attached progeny consisted of the nucleation mode containing 8596

about 97% of the attached PAEC, on average, with AMAD values between 50 and 75 nm. 8597

The coarse mode accounted for the remaining 3% of attached PAEC with an AMAD between 8598

p was less than 2% and the mean value of the AMTD of the 8599

unattached progeny was less than 1 nm.  The results of the summer time measurements of 8600

1996 showed that throughout the mine the AMAD values ranged from 50 nm to 120 nm with 8601
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g of about 2.0.  The average value of fp was about 6% whereas 8602

the expected value based on particle concentration was 0.3%.   This unexpected high value of8603

fp was theoretically shown to occur under conditions when the radon progeny is far from 8604

equilibrium as was the case in this Canadian mine, which was ventilated at a high rate 8605

(Cavallo et al., 1999).  The average value of the equilibrium factor was 0.08.  8606

(651) Tokonami, et al. (2005) measured the activity size distribution in an underground 8607

mine located in the Gifu prefecture region of Japan.  A cascade impactor with ten stages and a 8608

graded screen array were used for the measurements.  The AMTD of the unattached progeny 8609

g of 1.5.  The activity size distribution of the attached progeny was 8610

g of 3.1.  8611

(652) Based on the measurements of Cooper et al. (1973) in US mines and the 8612

measurements of Bigu and Kirk (1980) in Canadian mines, a panel of experts from the 8613

National Research Council (NRC, 1991) recommended an AMTD of 250 nm in areas of 8614

active mining and a fp value of 0.5%.  In areas of transport and maintenance work (i.e. 8615

haulage drifts), a fp value of 3% was assumed. In these areas a lower AMTD value of 150 nm 8616

was assumed based on the measurement data of George et al., 1975, which was reanalysed by 8617

Knutson and George (1990).  8618

(653) Aerosol parameter values are given for a diesel powered mine with medium to good 8619

ventilation (Table 12-4).  These chosen values are mainly based on the measurements carried 8620

out in mines in Australia (Solomon et al., 1993, 1994), France (Bouland and Chouland, 1992) 8621

and Germany (Butterweck et al., 1992).  For diesel powered mines it is assumed that the 8622

aerosol does not increase in size in the respiratory tract because diesel aerosols are 8623

hydrophobic (Cavallo, 2000; Weingartner et al., 1997).  8624

(654) For a diesel powered mine it is assumed that the aerosol is mainly dominated by the 8625

diesel aerosol.  Several workers have calculated the effective density of diesel exhaust 8626

particles from measurements of the thermodynamic diameter (dth) and aerodynamic diameter 8627

(dae) of the exhaust particles (Park et al., 2003; Olfert et al., 2007).  The effective density is 8628

the ratio of the particle density ( ) and shape factor ( ).  Results indicate that the effective 8629

density decreases with increasing dth in the size range from 50 – 300 nm.  This mainly occurs 8630

because particles become more highly agglomerated as size increases.  The smaller particles 8631

are more compact than the larger particles and therefore have a higher effective density. 8632

Typically, the effective density varies from 1.2 to about 0.3 g cm-3 depending on size and fuel 8633

composition; higher effective densities are observed for high sulphur fuel.  The chosen values 8634

for the effective density of the aerosol in diesel powered mines are based on the 8635

measurements of Park et al. (2003) and Olfert et al. (2007).  8636

(655) It is acknowledged that the exposure conditions in mines today are significantly 8637

different from those 10 to 20 years ago and that the chosen aerosol parameter values are not 8638

necessarily representative of mines today. However, there are currently no published data on 8639

aerosol characteristics in modern mines.8640

8641

Tourist caves8642

(656) Information on exposure conditions in tourist caves is given here for completeness. 8643

Reference parameter values for tourist caves are not given in this report.8644

(657) Typically there is no additional ventilation in tourist caves as forced ventilation may 8645

alter the humidity inside the cave affecting some of the geological formations that attract 8646

tourists.  As a result radon concentrations can reach high levels of several thousand Bq m-3
8647

(Butterweck et al., 1992; Sainz et al., 2007).  Several measurements have been carried out in 8648

natural caves to characterise the aerosols.8649
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(658) Butterweck et al. (1992) carried out activity size measurements in a natural tourist 8650

cave, in Postojna, Slovenia, with a low pressure cascade impactor and a high volume 8651

impactor.  The unattached fraction was also determined from wire screen measurements. The 8652

AMAD of the accumulation mode ranged from 120 nm to 290 nm with a mean of 230 nm.  8653

g value of the accumulation mode was 2.2.  The fp value varied from 6% to 16% 8654

with a mean of 10%. The average value of the particle concentration was about 3000 cm-3.8655

The F value range from about 0.3 to 0.5 with a mean of 0.4. 8656

(659) Solomon, et al. (1992) used a parallel wire screen diffusion battery and a serial 8657

graded screen array battery to measure the activity size distribution of the radon progeny in a 8658

limestone cave, Victoria, Australia.  Measurements were carried out over a 3 day period 8659

during October 1990 at different sites in the cave.  The accumulation mode had an AMTD of 8660

170 nm and the unattached mode had an AMTD of 1.1 nm.  The fp value throughout the cave 8661

varied from 11% to 18% whereas the F factor varied from 0.2 to 0.5.  The average fp value 8662

weighted by the occupancy of the tour guides in each sampling site was 14%.  Measurements 8663

of the radon concentration carried out during June and October indicated that the radon 8664

concentration is relatively constant throughout the year.8665

(660) Measurements have been carried out over a 3 day period during the summer of 1994 8666

in the Carlsbad Caverns, in southern New Mexico to determine air exchange rate, aerosol 8667

characteristics and radon progeny activity size distributions (Cheng et al., 1997).  During the 8668

summer months the outside air temperature is much greater than inside the cave, which keeps 8669

the cave air stagnant. The mean ventilation rate was measured to be 2 10-3 h-1, which was 8670

estimated to be one air exchange every 18 days.  The measured particle concentration was 8671

very low; average daily values were between 280 and 385 cm-3.   As a result the measured fp8672

values were high; values ranged from 25% to 60% with a mean of 44%.  The average value of 8673

F was 0.4.  The activity size measurements were carried out with a graded diffusion battery.  8674

The AMTD of the unattached particles were between 0.6 and 0.8 nm, and the attached mode 8675

had a peak > 50 nm.  It was noted that the particle concentration measurements made in the 8676

same area of the cave during summer months by Wilkening and Romero (1981) were more8677

than twice as high, indicating fp values lower by a factor of 2 or more.  8678

(661) Sainz et al. (2007) carried out radon concentration and particle concentration 8679

measurements in tourist caves located in the region of Cantabria in the North of Spain.  The 8680

results of the particle concentration measurements were 464 cm-3 in the Castillo cave and 8681

1514 cm-3 in the Monedas cave.  This indicates fp values of 86% and 26% respectively.  8682

(662) Measurements of the unattached fraction and equilibrium factor have been carried 8683

out in the Postojna Cave, Slovenia for 10-15 days during summer and winter months of 8684

8685

the railway station in the cave and at the lowest point of a walking tour.  There is no forced 8686

ventilation in the cave; however during the winter months there is a natural draught of air 8687

from the cave to the outdoors as the temperature in the cave is greater than the outdoor 8688

temperature, whereas in the summer months this draught is minimal. As a consequence, the 8689

radon concentration in the cave is higher in the summer compared with the winter. The 8690

measurement results show that unattached fraction is higher in the summer compared with the 8691

winter.  At the lowest point of the cave, mean values of fp were about 60% in the summer and 8692

about 12% in the winter; the mean values of F were about 0.3 in the summer and 0.6 in the 8693

winter.  Values of F were negatively correlated with fp.  At the railway station during the 8694

summer, mean values of fp and F were 17% and 0.6 respectively.  8695

(663) Rosvenská, et al. (2008) measured the unattached fraction, equilibrium factor and the 8696

particle size spectrum in the Bozkov dolomite cave, Czech Republic.  The fp value was low 8697
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and varied between 1% and 3%.  The F value was about 0.7.  The activity size distribution 8698

was theoretically determined from the particle size distribution.  For the attached progeny the 8699

g g g = 1.4 8700

g = 1.9.    The fraction of the PAEC associated with each mode was not 8701

given.8702

8703

Water Supply facilities and Spas8704

(664) Information on exposure conditions in water supply facilities and spas is given here 8705

for completeness. Reference parameter values for water supply facilities and spas are not 8706

given in this report.8707

(665) High levels of 222Rn gas concentrations in indoor air have been measure at water 8708

supply facilities where ground water with a high radon concentration is treated or stored 8709

(Trautmannsheimer, 2003).  Porstendörfer and Reineking (1999) measured the activity size 8710

distribution at a water supply station in Germany.  About 84% of the attached PAEC was 8711

g=1.8.  The 8712

remaining 16% of the attached PAEC was associated with the nucleation mode, having an 8713

g=1.5.  They reported a fp value of 0.05.  The relative humidity at a 8714

water supply station was reported to be close to 100% (Porstendörfer, 2001).  8715

(666) Thermal spa facilities have been used for medical therapy and rehabilitation centres 8716

as well as for recreational purposes.   Radon emanating from the thermal waters is an 8717

additional source of radiation exposure to the working personnel as well as to the bathers.  8718

Measurements of 222Rn in air in thermal spas have shown that the dominant mechanism by 8719

which 222Rn is released from water to air is during bath filling and to a lesser extent during 8720

bathing as a result of water agitation (Vogiannis et al., 2004a, Lettner et al., 1996).  During 8721

bathtub filling, F is initially low but then gradually increases and reaches a peak with a time 8722

delay preceding a 222Rn peak.    Correspondingly, the fp value is initially high but then 8723

decreases and reaches a minimum.  Average values of F and fp have been reported for8724

measurements carried out in treatment/bath rooms, rest rooms and reception rooms of spas in 8725

Greece (Vogiannis et al., 2004b, 2004c); average values of fp range from 0.06 to 0.12 and F 8726

values range from 0.2 to 0.4.  However, Geranios et al. (2004) reported higher values of fp of 8727

about 0.23 in a treatment room and a reception room of the spa of Loutra Eipsou, Greece.  8728

Values of F measured in treatment rooms of spas in Slovenia and Austria range from 0.14 –8729

et al., 1996).  In two Spanish spas, the estimated 8730

average F value was 0.6 (Soto and Gómez, 1999).8731

8732

Inhalation of the short-lived decay products of 
220

Rn8733

(667) Thoron (220Rn) decays into the short-lived progeny of 216Po, 212Pb, and 212Bi (Figure 8734

12-2, Table 12-2. As can be seen from Table 12-2, the PAE per unit activity of 212Pb is about 8735

10 times higher than for other thoron progeny.  As a consequence, ICRP Publication 658736

(ICRP, 1993) states that “For protection against thoron, it is usually sufficient to control the 8737

intake of the decay product, lead-212, which has a half-life of 10.6 hours.”   In this report the 8738

intake of 212Bi is also considered, but most of the dose arises from the intake of 212Pb.  The 8739

activity size distribution of 212Bi attached on aerosols is assumed to be the same as that for 8740
212Pb.8741

(668) Published data on the activity size distributions of the thoron decay product, 212Pb 8742

are relatively sparse. It has been suggested that because of the longer radioactive half-life of 8743
212Pb compared with that of 222Rn progeny that the aerosol size of attached 212Pb is likely to 8744

be larger compared with that of 222Rn progeny (Khan et al., 1987).  The longer half-life means 8745
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that atoms of 212Pb can spend more time in the vicinity of aerosols leading to increased 8746

coagulation of aerosols and larger particle sizes.  However, measurements show that the 8747

median diameters of the accumulation mode for 212Pb and the radon decay product, 214Pb are 8748

similar at least for ‘typical’ indoor air (Becker et al., 1984; Reineking et al., 1992).   For the 8749

purposes of dose calculation, aerosol parameter values for thoron progeny are given in Table 8750

12-5 for indoor workplaces and mines.8751

(669) The size distribution of the unattached thoron progeny is assumed to be the same as 8752

that for 222Rn progeny.  A unimodal lognormal distribution with an AMTD of 0.9 nm with a 8753

g of 1.3 is assumed for all exposure scenarios.   This is in agreement with what is measured 8754

for indoor and mining environments, where the unattached 212Pb was found to have particle 8755

sizes around 1 nm (Chen, et al., 1997). Measurements carried out in a radon test chamber, as 8756

part of an intercomparison exercise, also showed medium diameters less than 1 nm for 8757

unattached 212Pb (Cheng, et al., 2000). 8758

8759
Table 12-5. Aerosol parameter values for different exposure scenarios for thoron (

220
Rn) 8760

progeny.8761
8762

Exposure 
scenario

fp
a, b Attached aerosol characteristics in the ambient airc

Mode, i fpi AMADi

(nm)
Density, i

(g cm-3)
Shape 
factor, i

AMTDi

(nm)
gi hgfi

d

Indoor 
workplace

0.02 n
a

0.14
0.86

40
200

1.4
1.4

1.1
1.1

32
170

2.0
1.8

2.0
2.0

Mine 0.005 a 1.0 0.7 1.0 250 2.0 1.0
a fp = unattached fraction in terms of the potential alpha energy concentration (PAEC).8763
b The unattached progeny are assumed to have an AMTD of 0.9 nm with g = 1.3, and unit density and shape 8764

factor.8765
c Indices i = n and a represent the accumulation and nucleation modes. fpi = fraction of attached PAEC for mode 8766

i.  gi = geometric standard deviation of mode i.  hgfi = hygroscopic growth factor for mode i.8767
d It is assumed that the AMTD increases by hgf instantaneously as the particle enters the nose or the mouth.  For 8768

simplicity, the hygroscopically enlarged particles are assumed to have unit density and shape factor.8769

8770

Indoor air8771

(670) Becker et al. (1984), measured the activity size distribution of 212Pb in different 8772

buildings in the city of Göttingen, and in the countryside of Germany.  Measurements were 8773

carried out with a high volume cascade impactor.  The size distribution of the attached 8774

aerosol could be approximated by a log-normal distribution. Values of AMAD ranged from 8775

120 g was 2.9.  The mean value 8776

of the AMAD for the city results was similar to that of t g for 8777

the countryside results was larger. 8778

(671) Reineking et al. (1992) measured the activity size distribution of 212Pb in seven 8779

rooms of different houses in Germany. Measurements were performed with a low pressure 8780

cascade impactor.  For separating unattached from aerosol-associated thoron progeny, a single 8781

screen with a 50% penetration for 4 nm diameter particles was used.  The AMAD of the 8782

g of 1.8.  Between 6% and 20% of the attached 8783

activity was associated with the nucleation mode with a mean of 14%.  The nucleation mode 8784

had an AMAD less than 80 nm. These results were also reported by Porstendörfer (2001).   8785

Porstendörfer reports that the nucleation mode has an AMAD between 30 to 50 nm w g8786

of about 2. Porstendörfer noted that the fraction of the attached 212Pb activity associated with 8787
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the nucleation mode is lower than the corresponding values for radon (222Rn) progeny. The 8788

unattached fraction (fp) of thoron progeny for ‘typical’ indoor air with aerosol particle 8789

concentration of (5-15) 103 cm-3 is between 0.01 and 0.03. 8790

(672) Zhang et al. (2010) measured activity size distributions of 212Pb in countryside and 8791

city dwellings of China.  There were no appreciable differences among the particle size 8792

distribution from dwellings within the same area and under the same climate conditions.  8793

However, the particle size distribution measured in countryside dwellings were lower than in 8794

city dwellings. In city dwellings of Beijing, the AMAD of 212Pb w g8795

g of 2.0.  For some 8796

of the countryside dwellings of Yangjiang, Guuangdong Province, which were mainly made 8797

g of 2.9. For the cave dwellings of Datong, 8798

g of 3.1.8799

(673) The aerosol parameter values assumed for thoron progeny for indoor workplaces are 8800

based on the measurements of Reineking et al., 1992 and on the values recommended by 8801

Porstendörfer, 2001 (Table 12-5).  8802

8803

Mine8804

(674) The activity size distribution of 212Pb was measured with a diffusion battery in a 8805

Canadian diesel powered uranium mine during the summer of 1978 (Busgin et al., 1981).8806

Measurements were carried out in an exhaust ventilation area of the mine where there was no 8807

work of any kind in progress.  The average value of the AMTD was found to be about 90 nm 8808

g from 1.5 to 2.3.  The same group also carried out a second set of measurements 8809

during the winter of 1985 in a diesel powered mine and in an electrical powered mine (Kahn8810

et al., 1987).  The mean AMTD of 212
g of 1.7 in the diesel 8811

powered mine whereas in the electrically powered mine the mean AMTD was about 70 nm 8812

g of 2.0.  The thoron (220Rn) WL was similar to the 222Rn WL in the electric powered 8813

mine but less than the 222Rn WL in the diesel powered mine. 8814

(675) Butterweck et al. (1992) carried out activity size measurements in underground 8815

mines in Germany with a low pressure cascade impactor and a high volume impactor.  8816

Measurements were made at -Schloppen), an iron mine (Salzgitter) and 8817

at a barite mine (Bad Lauterberge).  The activity size distribution of 212Pb could be 8818

approximated by a unimodal log- g.  During 8819

working hours mean values of the AMAD of 212Pb ranged from 150 – g8820

ranging from 2 – 3.1.  For the Barite mine of Bad Lauterberge, the mean value AMAD of 8821
212Pb was 290 nm during working hours but increased to 400 nm outside working hours. 8822

Measurements were also carried out at a disused silver mine at Lautenthal, which was open to 8823

tourists; the mean value of AMAD was 310 nm (range: 270 – g was 2.4 8824

(range: 2.1 – 3.6).  In most of these mines, the activity size distributions of the accumulation 8825

mode of 212Pb were broadly similar to the corresponding size distribution of the 222Rn 8826

progeny, 214Pb/214Bi.8827

(676) The activity size distribution for thoron (220Rn) progeny assumed for the mining 8828

environment is given in Table 12-5.  These values are the same as those assumed for radon 8829

(222Rn) progeny for mine (Table 12-4) apart from assuming a lower unattached fraction.  8830

Because of the longer half-life of 212Pb, more of the lead is likely to be attached.  However, 8831

the value of fp also depends upon the ventilation rate; higher unattached fractions are 8832

expected for high ventilation rates.8833

8834

Reference values for regional deposition of inhaled 
222

Rn and 
220

Rn progeny aerosols8835
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8836

Radon (
222

Rn) progeny8837

(677) The aerosol distributions for the attached 222Rn progeny (218Po, 214Pb and 214Bi) in 8838

the ambient air are given in Table 12-4 for indoor workplaces and mines.  Taking account of 8839

hygroscopic growth, the assumed aerosol characteristics of the attached progeny in the 8840

respiratory tract are given in Table 12-6.   The unattached mode of the short-lived 222Rn 8841

progeny (i.e. of 218Po and 214Pb) is assumed to have an AMTD of 0.9 nm with g = 1.3, and 8842

unit density and shape factor for both exposure scenarios (Section 12.4.1.1).  Table 12-7 gives 8843

the corresponding regional depositions in the respiratory tract for each mode of the assumed 8844

aerosol distribution of 222Rn progeny.8845

8846
Table 12-6. Attached aerosol characteristics in the respiratory tract for 

222
Rn progeny8847

8848
Exposure 
scenario

Attached aerosol characteristics in the respiratory tract
Modea, i AMADi

(nm)
Density, 

i         (g 
cm-3)

Shape 
factor, 

i

AMTDi

(nm)
gi

b

Indoor 
workplace

Nucl.
Acc.

48
427

1.0
1.0

1.0
1.0

48
427

2.0
2.0

Mine Acc. 197 0.7 1.0 250 2.0
a Indices i = ‘Nucl.’ and ‘Acc.’ represent the nucleation and accumulation modes respectively. 8849
b

gi = geometric standard deviation of mode i.  8850

8851
Table 12-7. Deposition of inhaled 

222
Rn progeny aerosols in respiratory tract regions.   Values 8852

are given for each mode of the assumed aerosol distribution for indoor workplaces and mines.8853
8854

Exposure scenario Modea Deposition in regions (%)(b)

ET1 ET2 BB bb AI Total
All Unatt. 53.33 28.71 7.585 8.633 0.3920 98.65
Indoor workplace Nucl. 4.458 2.401 1.084 7.627 31.79 47.36

Acc. 8.643 4.654 0.5289 1.540 9.04 24.41
Mine  Acc. 3.150 1.696 0.4087 2.164 9.95 17.37

a ‘Unatt.’ = unattached mode, ‘Nucl.’ = nucleation mode, and ‘Acc.’ = accumulation mode. 8855
b The degree of precision of the values is given for computational purposes and does not reflect the 8856

certainty with which they are known.8857

8858

Thoron (
220

Rn) progeny8859

(678) The aerosol distributions for the attached thoron progeny (212Pb and 212Bi) in the 8860

ambient air are given in Table 12-5 for indoor workplaces and mines.  Taking account of 8861

hygroscopic growth, the assumed aerosol characteristics of the attached progeny in the 8862

respiratory tract are given in Table 12-8.   The unattached mode of the short-lived 220Rn decay 8863

product, 212Pb is assumed to have an AMTD of 0.9 nm with g = 1.3, and unit density and 8864

shape factor for both indoor workplaces and mines. Table 12-9 gives the corresponding 8865

regional depositions in the respiratory tract for each mode of the assumed aerosol distribution 8866

of 220Rn progeny.8867

8868
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Table 12-8. Attached aerosol characteristics in the respiratory tract for 
220

Rn progeny8869
8870

Exposure 
scenario

Attached aerosol characteristics in the respiratory tract
Modea, i AMADi

(nm)
Density, i

(g cm-3)
Shape 
factor, i

AMTDi

(nm)
gi

b

Indoor 
workplace

Nucl.
Acc.

64
340

1.0
1.0

1.0
1.0

64
340

2.0
2.0

Mine Acc. 197 0.7 1.0 250 2.0
a Indices i = ‘Nucl.’ and ‘Acc.’ represent the nucleation and accumulation modes respectively. 8871
b

gi = geometric standard deviation of mode i.8872

8873
Table 12-9. Deposition of inhaled 

220
Rn progeny aerosols in respiratory tract regions.   Values 8874

are given for each mode of the assumed aerosol distribution for indoor workplaces and mines.8875
8876

Exposure scenario Modea Deposition in regions (%)b

ET1 ET2 BB bb AI Total
All Unatt. 53.33 28.71 7.585 8.633 0.3920 98.65
Indoor workplace Nucl. 3.701 1.993 0.895 6.231 26.79 39.60

Acc. 6.335 3.411 0.467 1.768 9.35 21.33
Mine Acc. 3.150 1.696 0.4087 2.164 9.95 17.37
a ‘Unatt.’ = unattached mode, ‘Nucl.’ = nucleation mode, and ‘Acc.’ = accumulation mode. 8877
b The degree of precision of the values is given for computational purposes and does not reflect the 8878

certainty with which they are known.8879

8880

Inhalation of radon gas8881

(679) The biokinetic model for radon gas described in Section 12.4.3.2 is used to calculate 8882

doses from inhalation of radon gas.  Although, radon is chemically inert, the radon gas can be 8883

absorbed into the blood stream from the lung, where it moves rapidly within the body.    8884

Radon gas absorbed to pulmonary blood is distributed in arterial blood to tissues and is then 8885

transferred from tissue to venous blood. The gas is carried in the venous blood to pulmonary 8886

blood where some of it exhaled, while the rest returns to artery blood and the cycle continues.  8887

The transfer rates between blood and tissues depend on blood flow rates, tissue and blood 8888

volumes, and on the relative solubility of radon in tissues and blood represented by tissue-to-8889

blood partition coefficients.  Transfer rate constants from lung air-to-blood, blood-to-tissues, 8890

tissues-to-blood, and blood-to-lung air are given in Section 12.4.3.2. Equilibrium 8891

concentrations in tissues, blood and lung air are reached for continuous chronic exposure to a 8892

given radon concentration.  The time it takes for 222Rn to reach equilibrium concentrations in 8893

tissues varies from several minutes to a few days depending upon their blood supply and the 8894

tissue-to-blood partition coefficient.  However, the value of the equilibrium concentration of 8895
222Rn in a tissue can be calculated directly from the ambient concentration, the tissue-to-blood 8896

partition coefficient, and the blood-to-air partition coefficient. 8897

(680) The equivalent doses to regions of the respiratory tract arising from the radon gas 8898

within the airways are calculated assuming that the radon gas within the airways equilibrates 8899

rapidly with the ambient concentration (Section 12.4.3.2).  However, Absorbed Fractions 8900

(AFs) have not been calculated for a source consisting of the volume of the gas within the 8901

airways.  Because there is little loss of energy within the air in the airways, the AFs for non-8902

penetrating radiations can be approximated by assuming the activity in the volume of the gas 8903

within the airways can be replaced by the same activity uniformly deposited on the surface 8904

(‘surface’ in ET1 and ET2, ‘mucus layers’ in BB and bb, ‘AI’ in AI).  For this purpose, Table 8905
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12-10 gives reference volumes of the respiratory tract regions for reference worker (ICRP, 8906

1994).  8907

8908
Table 12-10. Reference volumes of respiratory tract regions for calculating doses from gases 8909
within the airways for Reference worker

a,b8910
8911

Region Volume (m3)
ET1 2.500E-06
ET2 3.375E-05
BB 3.901E-05
bb 6.265E-05
AI 3.720E-03

a Values given to four significant figures for precision in calculation.8912
b Taken from ICRP Publication 68; Table A.1, page 23. In ICRP Publication 68 there is a transcript error 8913

for the reference volume of bb; this has been corrected here. 8914

8915

12.4.2. Ingestion8916

8917

(681) Radon is soluble in water, and if high concentrations are found in drinking water this 8918

may be an important source of exposure.  Volunteer experiments have shown that radon is 8919

readily absorbed from the alimentary tract into blood (Section 12.4.3.1). Kursheed (2000) 8920

assumed that ingested radon follow the pathway of water out of the stomach and is absorbed 8921

to blood only via the small intestine.  However, important issues relating to the dosimetry of 8922

radon gas from ingestion relate to the residence time of radon in the stomach and the extent to 8923

which radon diffuses into the wall of the stomach. As a result of different assumptions 8924

regarding these two issues published estimates of dose to the stomach wall per unit intake of 8925

ingested 222Rn vary by a factor of about 200 (von Döbeln and Lindell, 1964; Hursh et al., 8926

1965; Suomela and Kahlos, 1972; Crawford-Brown, 1989; Brown and Hess, 1992; Harley 8927

and Robbins, 1994; Sharma et al., 1996; NAS, 1999; Khursheed, 2000).  The rate of removal 8928

of radon from the stomach assumed in the dose calculations has varied from a few minutes to 8929

a few hours. The following approaches illustrate the variety of assumptions that have been 8930

made concerning accumulation of radon in the stomach wall.  Hursh and coworkers (1965) 8931

assumed that the stomach wall contains radon at the same concentration as occurs in the 8932

stomach contents at all times following ingestion and that the radon is uniformly distributed 8933

in the wall.  A committee of the U.S. National Academy of Sciences (NAS, 1999) assumed 8934

that the time-integrated concentration of radon at the depth of the radiosensitive cells in the 8935

stomach wall is 30% of the time-integrated concentration in the contents. Harley and Robbins 8936

(1994) assumed on the basis of the structure and secretory properties of the stomach wall that 8937

any radon that diffuses from the contents into the wall does not reach a depth at which the 8938

alpha emissions could irradiate the stem cells.  Kursheed (2000) pointed out that improved 8939

fits were obtained between the model predictions and the data of Hursh et al. (1965) if the site 8940

of absorption into blood is only the small intestine. 8941

(682) The biokinetic model for radon gas following ingestion assumed in this report is 8942

described in Section 12.4.3.2.  In this model it is assumed that radon gas does not diffuse 8943

from Stomach contents to Stomach wall but that radon is absorbed to blood via the small 8944

intestine.  8945

8946

12.4.3. Biokinetic model for radon gas 8947

8948
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12.4.3.1. Summary of the database8949

8950

(683) The noble gases are chemically inert but are absorbed to blood from the lungs or 8951

gastrointestinal tract and retained in systemic tissues to some extent, due in part to their8952

solubility in blood and tissues.  Much of the gas that reaches blood is cleared by the lungs in a 8953

single pass, but a portion is partitioned between the blood and tissues. The rate of transfer of 8954

the gas from blood to a tissue can be estimated on the basis of the fraction of cardiac output 8955

received by the tissue.  The rate of return from a tissue to blood depends on both the blood 8956

perfusion rate and the relative solubility of the gas in blood and the tissue, represented by a 8957

gas-specific tissue-to-blood partition coefficient.  The partition coefficient for two 8958

compartments is defined as the ratio of the concentrations of the gas in the compartments at 8959

equilibrium.  Some experimentally determined tissue-to-blood partition coefficients for the 8960

noble gases radon, xenon, and krypton are listed in Table 12-11.  Half-times for the buildup 8961

or washout of these gases are a few minutes for tissues with a rich blood supply and low to 8962

moderate partition coefficients but are much greater for fatty tissues because of their poor 8963

blood supply and high tissue-to-blood partition coefficient.  Within an hour after acute intake 8964

or the start of continuous intake of radon, xenon, or krypton, body fat contains most of the 8965

systemic content.8966

8967
Table 12-11. Partition coefficients for radon, xenon, and krypton

a

Organ/blood Radon Xenon Krypton
Fat 11 8-10 5.50
Muscle 0.36 0.70 1.09
Bone 0.36b 0.41
Kidney 0.66 0.65 1.0
Liver 0.71 0.70 1.1
Brain 0.72 0.75 ~1.0
Heart 0.51
Testes 0.43 0.85
GI tract 0.70b 0.80
Lung 0.70b 0.70
Spleen 0.70b

Skin 0.36b

Blood/air 0.43 0.18 0.06
a Nussbaum and Hursh, 1957; Conn, 1961; Kirk et al., 1975; Bell and Leach, 

1982; Peterman and Perkins, 1988; NAS, 1999; Khursheed, 2000.
b Values assigned by Bernard and Snyder (1975).

8968

(684) The partition coefficients for radon given in Table 12-11 were derived from radon 8969

solubility coefficients quoted by Bernard and Snyder (1975), which in most cases were based 8970

on in vivo rat data of Nussbaum and Hursh (1957).  The values for bone and skin were based 8971

on radon solubility in physiological saline.8972

8973

Ingestion of 
222

Rn by volunteers8974

(685) A number of investigators have used measurements of 222Rn in breath or external 8975

measurements of the short-lived chain member 214Bi to estimate whole-body retention of 8976

radon in human subjects after ingestion of elevated levels in water or other material 8977
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(Vaternahm, 1922; Fernau and Smereker, 1933; Meyer, 1937; Anderson and Nilsson, 1964; 8978

von Dobeln and Lindell, 1964; Hursh et al., 1965; Suomela and Kahlos, 1972; Gosink et al., 8979

1990; Brown and Hess, 1992).  Reported rates of loss of radon from the body are variable, 8980

probably due in large part to differences in experimental conditions such as the timing of 8981

intake of radon relative to meals, the level of physical activity of the subjects after intake of 8982

radon, and the length of the observation period.  Retention half-times in the range 30-70 min 8983

have been reported in several studies involving relatively short observation periods. Multiple 8984

retention components with half-times varying from a few minutes to several hours have been 8985

determined in some studies with relatively long observation periods.8986

(686) Hursh et al. (1965) used periodic measurements of breath to estimate total-body 8987

retention of 222Rn following acute intake of 222Rn in water by each of two subjects on two 8988

occasions.  In three of the four individual experiments the radon was ingested two hours after 8989

a normal light breakfast. In the fourth experiment the radon was ingested 10 min after a heavy 8990

breakfast.  Retention was longer in the fourth experiment than in the first three, presumably 8991

due to a longer retention time in the full stomach.  Retention of radon in the subjects with 8992

empty stomach could be expressed as a sum of three exponential terms corresponding to half-8993

times of about 11 min (61%), 19 min (34%), and 3 h (5%).  Retention in the subject with full 8994

stomach could be expressed as a sum of three exponential terms corresponding to half-times 8995

of about 12 min (39%), 58 min (51%), and 5 h (10%).  Hursh and coworkers interpreted the 8996

data as indicating that much of the ingested radon mixes with the stomach contents, diffuses 8997

out through the stomach walls into the splanchnic venous blood system, and passes through 8998

the liver and up into the right heart to the lung where much of the absorbed amount is rapidly 8999

lost in the expired air.  Uptake of radon by systemic tissues was assumed to be divided mainly 9000

among three pools: liver, fat, and other. Fat was estimated to contain only a small portion of 9001

the systemic burden in the early minutes after intake but a major portion after 2-3 h.9002

(687) Suomela and Kahlos (1972) used external measurements of the 222Rn chain member 9003
214Bi to estimate whole-body retention of radon in 10 healthy adult male subjects who 9004

ingested radon-rich water as a single intake. A single exponential function with biological 9005

half-time in the range 30-50 min was found to describe the elimination of 222Rn reasonably 9006

well in some cases over observation periods of up to about 6 h. In other cases a second 9007

component with half-time 1.5-2 h was evident within the 6-h observation period. Suomela 9008

and Kahlos compared their findings with results from earlier studies of retention of 222Rn 9009

ingested in water by human subjects (Andersson and Nilsson, 1964; Döbeln and Lindell, 9010

1964; unpublished study by Mays, 1972; Hursh et al., 1965). The retention curves determined 9011

by Hursh et al. (1965) for a full and empty stomach bounded the retention curves determined 9012

in other studies over the first 6 h after intake.9013

(688) Gosink et al. (1990) used breath measurements to estimate the rate of loss of 222Rn 9014

from a 51-year-old male subject (1.96 m, 112 kg) in different experiments involving 9015

consumption of water with a moderately high natural concentration of 222Rn.  During a period 9016

of relatively high physical activity the subject eliminated virtually all the ingested 222Rn 9017

during the first 4 h after intake. During mild activity the biological half-time was 45-65 min.  9018

For a sedentary or sleeping period a biological half-time was estimated as 11.2 h for a 9019

substantial portion of the ingested radon.  For the sedentary case the subject exhaled <3% of 9020

ingested 222Rn per hour after the first hour.  9021

(689) Brown and Hess (1992) conducted 41 tests on 38 human subjects, ages 9-85 y, to 9022

measure elimination rates of 222Rn in expired breath following acute intake of 222Rn in 9023

drinking water. The levels of physical activity of the subjects ranged from inactive to 9024

marathon level. The percentage of elimination of 222Rn from the body during the first 30 min 9025
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after intake ranged from 12 to 68%.  The elimination rate showed a moderate correlation with 9026

the time passed since eating.  Estimated retention half-times ranged from 17 to 400 min.9027

9028

Inhalation of inert gases by volunteers9029

(690) In a series of experiments, Harley and coworkers (1951, 1994) studied the retention 9030

of inhaled radon by subjects following exposures to constant, elevated concentrations of 9031

radon in air for periods up to 8.5 h.  Measurements of 222Rn in periodic breath samples after 9032

the end of exposure were used to infer the rate of loss of 222Rn from the body.  About the 9033

same peak total-body content of radon (~850 Bq) was estimated following exposure for 8.5 h 9034

at an air concentration of 25.9 Bq/L and for 7 h at 22.2 Bq/L, suggesting that saturation may 9035

have been approached. Following both the 7-h and 8.5-h exposures the activity remaining in 9036

the body at the end of exposure showed five distinct components of retention. In the more 9037

detailed study involving exposure for 8.5 h, about 8% of the total expired radon was removed 9038

with a half-time of 23 s, 9% with a half-time of 4.5 min, 18% with a half-time of 41 min, 9039

32% with a half-time of 3.4 h, and 33% with a half-time of 18 h.  These retention half-times 9040

are broadly similar to half-times observed in human subjects following inhalation of xenon or 9041

krypton (Susskind et al., 1977; Ellis et al., 1977).9042

(691) Susskind et al. (1977) used in vivo measurements to estimate retention of inhaled 9043
127Xe in 12 human subjects.  Five components of retention with average biological half-times 9044

of 21.7 s, 3.05 min, 0.40 h, 2.71 h, and 10.4 h were determined.  The half-time of the slowest 9045

component of clearance ranged from 7.4 h to 17.0 h and correlated highly with total-body fat 9046

as a percent of body weight (Figure 12-5). The mean half-time (+/- standard deviation) of this 9047

component for five subjects with body fat representing less than one-third of total-body9048

weight was 8.4 +/- 0.7 h.  On average the slowest component of clearance represented 9049

approximately 13% of the retained activity, excluding the rapid clearance represented by the 9050

retention components with half-times 21.7 s and 3.05 min. 9051

(692) Ellis et al. (1977) studied total-body retention of 79Kr in 16 subjects by whole-body 9052

external counting following a 10-min or 30-min inhalation period.  The retention data were 9053

resolved into a five-component exponential curve with average half-times of 21.5 s, 4.74 min, 9054

0.33 h, 2.41 h, and 7.0 h.  The last three retention components represented on average 61.7%, 9055

29.6%, and 9.4% of the retained activity, excluding the rapid clearance represented by the 9056

retention components with half-times of 21.5 s and 4.74 min.  The half-time of the long-term 9057

component ranged from about 4.2 h to 9.6 h and correlated significantly with the estimated 9058

percentage of total body fat (Figure 12-5).  The mean half-time (+/- standard deviation) for 9059

six subjects with body fat representing less than one-third of body weight was 5.5 +/- 0.7 h. 9060

9061
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9062
Figure 12-5. Relation of body fat (% of body weight) and long-term clearance half-time of 9063
inhaled Xe or Kr.  Data on Xe from Susskind et al. (1977). Data on Kr from Ellis et al. (1977).9064

9065

Loss of noble gas from the body other than through exhalation9066

(693) Loss of radon or other noble gases through skin, urine, or faeces is expected to be 9067

small compared with loss through exhalation.  Limited measurements of radon or its progeny 9068

in urine following ingestion of high levels of radon in drinking water indicated that urinary 9069

excretion did not represent a significant mode of loss (Hursh et al., 1965; Gosink et al., 1990).  9070

On the basis of a mechanistic biokinetic model of inert gases in the human body, Peterman 9071

and Perkins (1988) estimated that loss of xenon through the skin amounts to about 0.6% of its 9072

loss through the lungs. 9073

9074

12.4.3.2. Biokinetic model for systemic radon 9075

9076

(694) Compartmental biokinetic models have been developed for a number of inert gases, 9077

including radon, on the basis of physical laws governing transfer of a non-reactive and soluble9078

gas between materials (Kety, 1951; Bell and Leach, 1982; Peterman and Perkins, 1988; 9079

Sharma et al., 1997; NAS 1999; Khursheed 2000; Yu and Kim, 2004).  The biokinetics of 9080

such a gas is assumed to be determined by the blood-to-air partition coefficient and the blood 9081

perfusion rates, tissue-to-blood partition coefficients, and volumes of the tissues represented 9082

by the compartments of the model. As depicted in the standard modelling approach, an inert 9083

gas entering the lung air after inhalation or entering pulmonary blood after absorption from 9084

the gastrointestinal contents equilibrates instantly between lung air and pulmonary blood, 9085

with relative concentrations in the two pools determined by their volumes and blood-to-air 9086

partition coefficients. Gas retained in the pulmonary blood is distributed in arterial blood to 9087

tissues in proportion to the percentage of cardiac output received by each tissue.  The transfer 9088

rate from a tissue to venous blood is determined by the blood perfusion rate, the volume of 9089

the compartment, and the tissue-to-blood partition coefficient.  The gas is carried in the 9090

venous blood to the pulmonary blood.  The cycle continues until the body burden is depleted 9091

due to exchange between pulmonary blood and lung air and loss from the body in expired air.9092

(695) For a given tissue, a set of differential equations can be derived by considerations of 9093

mass balance and equilibrium.   As an example, consider a systemic tissue that receives blood 9094

only from the arterial pool and leaves in the venous stream.  The rate of change of the activity 9095
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of inert gas in a tissue is Fi (CB-A – CB-V), where Fi is the blood flow rate (L min-1) through the 9096

systemic tissue,  CB-A is the activity gas concentration (Bq L-1) in non-pulmonary arterial 9097

blood and CB-V is the activity gas concentration in non-pulmonary venous blood.  In the 9098

standard modeling approach it is assumed that the perfusion of the gas in tissues is 9099

instantaneous, allowing equilibrium to achieve between venous blood and tissue such that CB-9100

V = Ci/Pi, where Ci is the activity concentration of the gas in the tissue and Pi is the tissue-9101

blood partition coefficient. Thus, for a given organ the differential equation describing the 9102

rate of change of the activity of gas Qi in a tissue, is:9103

9104

ir

i

i

ABi

i Q
P

C
CF

dt

dQ
(Eq. 12-5)9105

9106

wh r is the radioactive rate constant for the inert gas.  To express the above equation in 9107

terms of activity of gas,  Q, it can be rewritten as:9108

9109
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i
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AB

ii QQ
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F
Q

V

F

dt

dQ
(Eq. 12-6)9110

9111

where VB-A is the volume of the non-pulmonary arterial blood and Vi is the volume of the 9112

tissue.  So the transfer rate constant from arterial blood to tissue is Fi/VB-A and the transfer 9113

rate constant from tissue to venous blood is Fi/(PiVi).  The blood flow rate (Fi) through a 9114

systemic tissue, i is given by the product of the cardiac output and the fraction of the cardiac 9115

output going to tissue, i (ICRP, 2002).   The volume of a systemic tissue is calculated from its 9116

mass and specific gravity.9117

(696) The biokinetic model for radon used in this report is based largely on the theoretical 9118

considerations summarised above but includes some empirical features and simplifications.  9119

As a first step, a detailed biokinetic model involving three blood compartments representing 9120

pulmonary, arterial, and venous blood and 20 compartments representing systemic tissues 9121

was developed for radon on the basis of these theoretical considerations. That model was then 9122

simplified for use in this report by dividing blood into two rather than three compartments, 9123

pooling several tissue compartments with broadly similar time-dependent radon 9124

concentrations, and replacing the theoretical model of instantaneous exchange of radon 9125

between lung air and pulmonary blood with a first-order system consistent with the ICRP’s 9126

general modelling approach for inhaled activity.  Also, the theoretical considerations as 9127

applied to bone were replaced by a dosimetrically cautious bone model involving exchange of 9128

radon between blood and bone surfaces.   9129

(697) The structure of the model used in this report is shown in Figure 12-6.  Baseline 9130

transfer coefficients are listed in Table 12-12.9131

(698) Blood is divided into arterial and venous blood (Blood-A and Blood-V, 9132

respectively).  These compartments are assumed to represent 27%, and 73%, respectively, of 9133

the total blood volume based on reference sizes of blood pools summarized in ICRP 9134

Publication 89 (2002).  The reference total blood volume is 5.3 L in the adult male and 3.9 L 9135

in the adult female (ICRP, 2002).9136

(699) Fat is represented as two compartments with equal volumes but different blood 9137

perfusion rates as a way of depicting the two phases of relatively long-term retention (several 9138

hours) observed in human subjects following inhalation of radon or radioisotopes of xenon or 9139
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krypton.  The blood perfusion rate of Fat 1 is assumed to be four times higher than that of Fat 9140

2, which implies that the removal half-time from Fat 2 is four times greater than the removal 9141

half-time from Fat 1.9142

(700) For continuous inhalation of radon, it is assumed that the activity concentration in 9143

respiratory tract (RT) air rapidly reaches equilibrium with the activity concentration in the 9144

environment, Cenv assumed to be 2600 d-1
9145

(half-time 23 s).  The removal half-time of 23 s is based on observed half-times for the rapid 9146

phase of exhalation of radon, xenon, or krypton by human subjects immediately after a period 9147

of continuous inhalation (Harley et al., 1951; Susskind et al., 1977; Ellis et al., 1977).  The 9148

removal half-time does depend on breathing rate but for dosimetry purposes it is assumed to 9149

env VRT-air9150

(Bq d-1), where VRT-air is the average volume of the RT air space (3.858 L for male, ICRP, 9151

1994).  In order to use the model to calculate the number of disintegrations in the respiratory 9152

tract (RT) air space, this rate is partitioned to each region of the HRTM according to its 9153

fractional volume (Table 12-10).  9154

(701) It is assumed that the radon in RT air diffuses to Blood-A rapidly, allowing 9155

equilibrium to achieve between Blood-A and RT air such that CB-A =  CRT-air Pb-air, where Pb-air9156

is the blood to air partition coefficient, (Table 12-11) and CRT-air is the activity concentration 9157

in RT air.  On the basis of mass balance and equilibrium the rate of change of activity in the 9158

RT air is given by:9159

9160

airRTrairbairRTVBairRTairRTenv

airRT QPCCFQVC
dt

dQ
(Eq. 12-7)9161

9162

where F (L min-1) is the cardiac output.  To express the above equation in terms of activity of 9163

gas, Q, it can be rewritten as:9164

9165

airRTrairRT

airRT

airb

VB

VB

airRTairRTenv

airRT QQ
V

PF
Q

V

F
QVC

dt

dQ
(Eq. 12-8)9166

9167

(702) From equation (4.8) it can be seen that the transfer rate constant from Blood-V to 9168

RT-air is F/VB-V and the transfer rate constant from RT-air to Blood-A is F Pb-air/VRT-air.9169

(703) Radon ingested in drinking water or other material is transferred from Stomach 9170

contents to Small intestine contents at a material-specific stomach emptying rate.  The default 9171

transfer coefficient from Stomach contents to Small intestine contents are reference values for 9172

total diet (ICRP, 2002, 2006):  20.57 d-1 for adult males and 15.16 d-1 for adult females.  9173

(704) Radon is transferred from Small intestine contents to Liver at the rate 5994 d-1.  This 9174

corresponds to an absorption fraction of 0.999 based on a reference transfer coefficient of 6 d-
9175

1 from the small intestine contents to the right colon contents (ICRP, 2002, 2006).9176

(705) With exceptions described later, derivations of transfer coefficients between 9177

systemic compartments are based on the blood flow rates, compartment volumes, and tissue-9178

to-blood partition coefficients listed in Table 12-13.  The blood flow rates are taken from 9179

ICRP Publication 89 (2002).  The compartment volumes are based on reference tissue masses 9180

for adults (ICRP, 2002), together with the following specific gravities based on information 9181

summarized in ICRP Publication 23 (1975) and Publication 89 (2002): fat, 0.92; red marrow, 9182

1.0; all other soft tissues, 1.04.  The tissue-to-blood partition coefficients are based on9183

estimates listed in Table 12-11. A rounded partition coefficient of 0.4 for Other was based on 9184
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the estimate of 0.36 for skeletal muscle, which represents much of the volume of Other. The 9185

specific gravity and tissue-to-blood partition coefficient for red marrow are based on 9186

reference masses of active marrow and total marrow given in ICRP Publication 89 (2002) and9187

the assumptions that red marrow is composed of active marrow plus fat and represents half 9188

the mass of total marrow.  In other words, the specific gravity and tissue-to-blood partition 9189

coefficient for red marrow were calculated assuming red bone marrow is composed of about 9190

40% fat (ICRP, 1975).9191

9192

9193
Figure 12-6. Structure of the biokinetic model for systemic radon9194

9195

(706) The derivation of transfer coefficients is illustrated for the reference adult male. 9196

Radon is cleared from Blood-A at the rate 6.5 L min-1 x 1440 min d-1 / 1.431 L = 6541 d-1,9197

where 1.431 L = 0.27 x 5.3 L is the volume of Blood-A.  Radon is transferred from Blood-V9198

to lung air at the rate 6.5 L min-1 x 1440 min d-1 / 3.869 L = 2419 d-1, where 3.869 L = 0.73 x 9199

5.3 L is the volume of Blood-V.  The transfer coefficient from Blood-A to Kidneys, for 9200

example, is 0.19 x 6541 d-1 = 1243 d-1, where 0.19 is the fraction of cardiac output received 9201

by the kidneys in the reference adult male. The transfer coefficient from Kidneys to Blood-V9202

is 1440 min d-1 x 0.19 x 6.5 L min-1 / (0.298 L x 0.7) = 8525 d-1, where 0.298 L is the volume 9203

of the kidneys and 0.7 is the kidneys-to-blood partition coefficient. 9204

(707) Tissue compartments other than Liver receive radon only from Blood-A.  In addition 9205

to Blood-A, Liver receives a portion of outflow from Other, representing radon that leaves the 9206

splanchnic tissues, as well as radon absorbed from the alimentary tract  following its 9207
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ingestion. Activity leaving tissue compartments is assigned to Blood-V, except that the 9208

portion of outflow from Other representing outflow from splanchnic tissues is assigned to 9209

Liver.  The fraction of outflow from Other assigned to Liver is 19/(19+46) = 19/65, based on 9210

estimated blood flows of 19% and 46%, respectively, of cardiac output through splanchnic 9211

and non-splanchnic tissues within Other. 9212

(708) As a dosimetrically cautious approach, radon depositing in bone is assigned to bone 9213

surface. Transfer coefficients from Blood-A to Trabecular bone surface and Cortical bone 9214

surface are based on the reference blood flow rates of 0.9% and 0.6% to trabecular and 9215

cortical bone, respectively expressed as a % of cardiac output (ICRP, 2002). Transfer 9216

coefficients from these bone surface compartments to Blood-V were not derived by the same 9217

methods as applied to other tissue compartments due to difficulties in determining meaningful9218

volumes and partition coefficients for bone surface. Rather, the transfer coefficient from each 9219

bone surface compartment to Blood-V is taken as 100 d-1, which is the value estimated in 9220

ICRP Publication 67 for radon produced on bone surface by radioactive decay of radium 9221

isotopes.9222

(709) Figure 12-7 compares model predictions derived from the baseline parameter values 9223

in Table 12-12 with observations of total-body retention in adult male subjects exposed 9224

acutely to elevated levels of 222Rn in drinking water. Two sets of predictions are shown, one 9225

based on relatively fast transfer of radon from the stomach to the small intestine (T1/2 = 15 9226

min), and one based on relatively slow transfer (T1/2 = 1 h). The predicted total-body retention 9227

pattern based on a half-time of 15 min in the stomach is reasonably similar to the retention 9228

pattern observed for subjects who ingested radon two hours after a light breakfast (Hursh et 9229

al., 1965). The predicted retention pattern based on a half-time of 1 h in the stomach is 9230

reasonably similar to the pattern observed by the same investigators for a subject who 9231

ingested radon 10 min after a heavy breakfast.  9232

(710) Figure 12-8 compares model predictions with observations of the rate of exhalation 9233

of 222Rn by an adult male following exposure to a constant, elevated concentration (25.9 9234

Bq/L) of radon in a closed room for 8.5 h (Harley et al., 1951). The rate of exhalation of 9235

radon at the end of the 8.5-h exposure was 132 Bq/min.  This indicates a radon inhalation rate 9236

of 132 Bq/min and is consistent with the breathing rate (Br) of 5 L air/min estimated by 9237
-1 (1.8 min-1) from RT air to environment is 9238

estimated from the fastest component (half-time of 23 s) of the exhalation rate of radon 9239

determined in the human study. The estimated volume of lung air involved in the radon 9240

exchange with blood is VL-air=Br9241

coefficient from  RT air to Blood-A is F Pb-air/ VL-air = 1437 d-1, where F is cardiac output in 9242

blood volumes per day and  Pb-air is the blood-to-air partition coefficient. This case-specific 9243

estimate of the transfer coefficient from RT-air to Blood-A was used in the model simulation 9244

rather than the baseline value 1043 d-1 listed in Table 12-12. All other model parameters were 9245

assigned their baseline values. A radon inhalation rate of 190,000 Bq/d (132 Bq/min) was 9246

assumed.9247

9248

12.4.3.3. Treatment of radioactive progeny 9249

9250

(711) The radon isotopes addressed in this report as parent radionuclides are 222Rn, 220Rn, 9251

and 219Rn.  Their radioactive progeny considered in the determination of dose coefficients are 9252

isotopes of lead, polonium, bismuth, and thallium.  Radioisotopes of mercury, astatine, and 9253

radon also appear in the 222Rn chain, but their contributions to tissue doses following intake 9254

of 222Rn are negligible.9255
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(712) The systemic models for lead, polonium, bismuth, and thallium as radon progeny are 9256

based on their characteristic systemic models as modified for their application as lead progeny 9257

(see the section on lead). The following additions are made to their models as lead progeny:  9258

lead, polonium, bismuth, or thallium produced in respiratory tract air (RT-air) is assumed to 9259

be exhaled at the rate 1000 d-1; polonium produced in a blood compartment for which its 9260

biokinetics is not defined is assumed to transfer to the central blood compartment of the 9261

polonium model at the rate 1000 d-1; lead produced in a soft-tissue compartment for which its 9262

biokinetics is not defined is assumed to transfer to the central blood compartment of the lead 9263

model at the rate 7.39 d-1 (the highest transfer rate from tissues to blood in the lead model); 9264

and bismuth produced in a soft-tissue compartment for which its biokinetics is not defined is 9265

assumed to transfer to the central blood compartment of the bismuth model at the rate 66.542 9266

d-1 (the highest transfer rate from tissues to blood in the bismuth model).9267

9268
Table 12-12. Transfer coefficients in the systemic model for radon

Transfer coefficient (d-1)
From To Adult male Adult female
Environment RT air (a) (a)
RT air Environment 2600 2600
Blood-A Fat 1 261.6 548.6
Blood-A Fat 2 65.41 137.2
Blood-A Kidneys 1243 1372
Blood-A Liver 425.2 524.4
Blood-A Trab bone surface 58.9 72.6
Blood-A Cort bone surface 39.3 48.4
Blood-A Red marrow 196.2 242.0
Blood-A Other 4252 5123
Fat 1 Blood-V 4.48 5.68
Fat 2 Blood-V 1.12 1.42
Kidneys Blood-V 8525 7803
Liver Blood-V 1970 586.1
Trab bone surface Blood-V 100 100
Cort bone surface Blood-V 100 100
Red marrow Blood-V 34.1 42.0
Other Blood-V 260.3 302.7
Other Liver 107.5 149.8
Blood-V RT air 2419 2984
RT air Blood-A 1043 1043
Stomach Content SI Content 20.57 15.16
SI Content Liver 5994 5994
(a) The rate at which activity enters the re env VRT-9269

air (Bq d-1 -1),  9270
Cenv is the concentration of radon in the environment (Bq L-1), and VRT-air (L) is the average 9271
volume of the respiratory tract air space (3.858 L for male, ICRP, 1994).  This rate is 9272
partitioned to each region of the HRTM according to its fractional volume (Table 12-10).  9273

9274
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9275
Table 12-13. Reference blood flow rates, compartment volumes, and blood:tissue 

partition coefficients used to derive transfer coefficients.

Compartment

Blood flow ratea

(% of cardiac 
output)

Volumeb

(L)
Blood:Tissue 
partition 
coefficientcMale Female Male Female

Fat 1 4 6.8 7.61 9.24 11
Fat 2 1 1.7 7.61 9.24 11
Kidneys 19 17 0.298 0.264 0.7
Liver
Arterial
Total

6.5
25.5

6.5
27

1.73 1.35 0.7

Trabecular bone surface 0.9d 0.9d -- -- --
Cortical bone surface 0.6d 0.6d -- -- --
Red marrow 3 3 1.83 1.35 4.5
Other 65 63.5 41.35 29.80 0.4
Blood -- -- 5.3 3.9 --
Blood-A -- -- 1.431 1.053 --
Blood-V -- -- 3.869 2.847 --

Cardiac output (L min-1) 6.5 5.9 -- -- --
a From ICRP Publication 89 (2002).
b Based on reference tissue masses given in ICRP Publication 89 (2002) and specific gravities listed in 

the text.
c See Table 12-11 and discussions in text of partition coefficients for Red marrow and Other.
d 

See discussion in text.

9276
Figure 12-7. Comparison of model predictions and observations of total-body retention of 9277
radon following its ingestion in drinking water 9278
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9279
Figure 12-8. Comparison of model predictions and observations of the exhalation rate of radon 9280
following continuous exposure to a high concentration of radon in air for 8.5 hours9281

9282

12.5. Dosimetry9283

9284

12.5.1. Calculation of dose conversion factor arising from the inhalation of radon 9285

progeny.9286

9287

(713) The effective doses arising from the inhalation of the short-lived radon progeny are 9288

calculated in terms of Sv per PAE exposure, (i.e. in units of Sv per J h m-3 or in units of Sv 9289

per WLM). The intakes of activity of the radon progeny, Ii (in Bq) for a subject exposed to 19290

WLM are given by Eq. 12-9. :9291

9292

tBCI ii (Eq. 12-9)9293

9294

where Ci (in Bq m-3) is the activity concentration of the decay product i corresponding to a 9295

radon progeny mixture of 1 WL, B (in m3 h-1) is the average breathing rate and t (in h) is the 9296

exposure period of 170 h.  9297

(714) In practice, the activity concentrations of radon progeny will vary with particular 9298

environmental conditions of exposure.  However, Marsh and Birchall (2000) showed that for 9299

intakes of short-lived 222Rn progeny, the equivalent dose to the lung per WLM is relative 9300

insensitive to F (i.e. to the activity ratios of the radon progeny). This is because the WL is 9301

defined in terms of the PAEC and because the fraction of alpha energy absorbed by the target 9302

tissues in the lung is similar for 218Po and 214Po per disintegration.  Based on measurements 9303

of the activity concentration of 218Po, 214Pb, and 214Bi carried out indoors (Reineking and 9304

Porstendörfer, 1990; Kojima and Abe, 1988) the following activity ratios of 222Rn progeny 9305

are assumed for dosimetry:9306
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9307

Unattached:  218Po : 214Pb : 214Bi   = 1 : 0.1 : 09308

Attached:  218Po : 214Pb : 214Bi   = 1 : 0.75 : 0.69309

9310

(715) For thoron (220Rn) progeny, the activity ratios assumed are the ones proposed by the 9311

committee of the National Research Council (NRC, 1991); activity ratios of 212Pb : 212Bi of 9312

1.0:0 and 1.0:0.25 were assumed for the unattached and attached modes respectively. Because 9313
216Po contributes less than 0.001% to the PAEC, it can be ignored for dosimetry purposes.9314

(716) The activity concentrations of radon progeny that correspond to a radon progeny 9315

mixture of 1 WL for either the unattached or the attached progeny can be calculated by 9316

assuming the above activity ratios and by applying Eq. 12-1.  These values are given in Table 9317

12-14.9318

9319
Table 12-14. Activity concentrations, Ci of a mixture of short-lived radon (

222
Rn)  or thoron 9320

(
220

Rn) progeny that gives 1 WL for either the unattached or the attached progeny9321
9322

Nuclide Activity concentration, Bq m-3

Unattached Attacheda

Radon (222Rn) progenyb:
218Po 2.41 104 5.21 103

214Pb 2.41 103 3.91 103

214Bi 0 3.13 103

Thoron (220Rn) progenyc:
212Pb 3.01 102 2.94 102

212Bi 0 7.36 101

a For simplicity, it is assumed that the activity ratios of the radon progeny for each of the attached 9323
modes are the same.9324

b Activity ratios of 218Po : 214Pb : 214Bi of 1.0:0.1:0 and 1.0:0.75:0.60 are assumed for the unattached 9325
and attached modes respectively.9326

c Activity ratios of 212Pb : 212Bi of 1.0:0 and 1.0:0.25 are assumed for the unattached and attached 9327
modes respectively.9328

9329

(717) For the average breathing rate, B, the ICRP default value for a reference worker of 9330

1.2 m3 h-1 is assumed for all exposure scenarios (ICRP, 1994). Regarding exposures in a 9331

mine, this value is similar to the average breathing rate of 1.3 m-3 h-1 estimated from a study 9332

of 620 underground miners carrying out heavy work in a gold mine in South Africa (ICRP 9333

Publication 66, para. B76, ICRP, 1994).  It is also consistent with the breathing rates derived 9334

by Ruzer et al. (1995) for personnel (0.9 ± 0.4 m-3 h-1), assistant drillers (1.1 ± 0.5 m-3 h-1)9335

and drillers (1.4 ± 0.5 m-3 h-1) working underground in a metal mine in Tadjikistan.  9336

(718) The effective dose per WLM arising from the inhalation of the short-lived radon 9337

progeny is calculated by combining the intakes, Ii (derived from Eq. 12-9) with the effective 9338

dose coefficients (Sv per Bq) for the individual radon progeny.  The following equation is 9339

applied:9340

9341
3

1
,,)(

i j

ijpjij EfIWLMperSvE (Eq. 12-10)9342

9343

where index j corresponds to the aerosol mode of the activity size distribution; j=1, 2, and 3 9344

for the unattached, nucleation and accumulation modes respectively. The fpj value is the 9345
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fraction of the PAEC associated with mode j. The index i corresponds to the inhaled decay 9346

product; in the case of 222Rn progeny, i =1, 2, and 3, which corresponds to 218Po, 214Pb and 9347
214Bi respectively. The symbol Ej,i is the effective dose coefficient (in Sv per Bq) for decay 9348

product i with an activity size distribution for mode j.  In the case of 222Rn progeny, the 9349

intakes Ij,1, Ij,2 and Ij,3 are the intakes of 218Po, 214Pb and 214Bi respectively, which result in an 9350

exposure of 1 WLM for either the unattached progeny (j=1) or for the attached progeny 9351

(j=2,3).  9352

(719) Table 12-15 gives calculated values of the effective dose per unit exposure for 9353

indoor workplaces and mines in terms of PAE exposure (mSv per WLM or mSv per mJ h m-
9354

3) and in terms of radon gas exposure (Sv per Bq h m-3).  For exposures to 222Rn progeny, the 9355

units Sv per WLM can be converted to Sv per Bq h m-3 of 222Rn gas exposure by multiplying 9356

by (F/6.37 105 WLM per Bq h m-3).  For exposures to thoron (220Rn) the units Sv per WLM 9357

can be converted to Sv per Bq h m-3 of EEC of 220Rn by multiply by (1/4.68 104 WLM per Bq 9358

h m-3 of ECC of 220Rn).9359

(720) The committed equivalent doses to organs arising from the inhalation of 222Rn 9360

progeny and from 220Rn progeny are given in the accompanying electronic disk.9361

9362
Table12-15.  Calculated values of effective doses per unit exposure to radon progeny for indoor 9363
workplaces and mines. Dose from inhaling 222Rn or 220Rn gas is excluded.9364

9365
Place Unattached 

fractiona, fp

Fb Effective dose per unit exposurec

mSv per 
WLM

mSv per mJ 
h m-3

Sv per      Bq 
h m-3

Radon (
222

Rn) progeny:
Indoor workplace 0.1 0.4 21 5.9 1.3 10-8

Mine  0.01 0.2 11 3.0 -
Thoron (

220
Rn) progeny:

Indoor workplace 0.02 - d

Mine  0.005 - d

a fp = unattached fraction in terms of the potential alpha energy concentration (PAEC).9366
b F = equilibrium factor.9367
c 1 WLM = (6.37 105/F) Bq h m-3; 1 WLM = 3.54 mJ h m-39368
d In terms of Sv per Bq h m-3 of EEC of 220Rn9369

9370

Inhalation of short-lived decay products of actinon 
219

Rn9371

(721) Because actinon (219Rn) has a very short half-life (4s) it is less able than radon 9372

(222Rn; half-life 3.8 d) or thoron (220Rn; half-life 56 s) to escape from the point of where it is 9373

formed.  As a consequence, exposures to 219Rn and its progeny in the workplace are low and 9374

can generally be ignored.   However, there may be some unusual situations where it is 9375

appropriate to calculate doses from inhaling 219Rn and its progeny.  For example, Crawford 9376

(1980) reported that radiological surveys at former uranium ore processing facilities showed 9377

that there were a number of sites with high levels of airborne 219Rn decay products.  Further 9378

investigation showed that these sites had been used for the storage of a precipitate, which was 9379

formed during processing pitchblende ore and found to have a relatively high content of 227Ac 9380

and a low content of 226Ra.   In such cases, for radiation protection purposes, it is normally 9381

sufficient to control exposures on the basis of the intake of 211Pb.  This is because the PAE 9382

per unit activity of 211Pb is about 15 times higher or more than for other actinon progeny.   9383

However, for completeness, in the accompanying electronic disk dose coefficients (Sv Bq-1)9384

are given for both 211Pb and 211Bi.  To our knowledge there have been no activity size 9385
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measurements of actinon progeny.  Dose coefficients have been calculated separately for the 9386

unattached, nucleation and accumulation modes with size characteristics (AMTD, g) equal 9387

to that assumed for 222Rn progeny in indoor work places (Table 12-4 and Table 12-6), 9388

because the half-life of 211Pb (36 minutes) is much closer to that of the 222Rn decay product9389
214Pb (27 minutes) than that of the 220Rn decay product 212Pb (11 h).  For these modes the 9390

regional deposition in the respiratory tract are given in Table 12-7.9391

9392

12.5.2. Inhalation of radon gas9393

9394

(722) The equilibrium effective dose rate for continuous chronic exposure to unit 9395

concentration of 222Rn is ? Sv per Bq h m-3.  The corresponding equilibrium equivalent dose 9396

rates to organs are given in the accompanying electronic disk.  The equilibrium effective dose 9397

can be expressed in terms of potential alpha energy exposure for a given F value; for F=0.4 9398

the effective dose arising from the inhalation of 222Rn gas alone is ? mSv per WLM (? Sv per 9399

J h m-3) and for F=0.2 effective dose is ? mSv per WLM (? Sv per J h m-3).  Comparing these 9400

numbers with the effective doses arising from the inhalation of radon progeny shows that the 9401

dose from inhaling radon gas is only a small component; less than 10%.9402

(Data will be provided in the final version of this document.)9403

9404

12.5.3. Ingestion of radon9405

9406

(723) Equivalent doses to organs per unit activity of 222Rn ingested are given in the 9407

accompanying electronic disk.  The effective dose per unit intake of ingested 222Rn is ? Sv per 9408

Bq.9409

(Data will be provided in the final version of this document.)9410

9411

12.5.4. Use of dose coefficients for radon-222 and radon-220 and their short lived decay 9412

products9413

9414

(724) For the radioisotopes of most elements, dose coefficients are given in this report 9415

series for different exposure conditions (mainly different chemical forms) with the advice that 9416

in situations where more specific data are available, and estimated doses warrant more 9417

detailed consideration, site specific dose coefficients may be calculated. 9418

(725) Radioisotopes of radon represent a special case since there is substantial direct 9419

evidence of lung cancer induction resulting from inhalation of 222Rn and its radioactive 9420

progeny (ICRP, 2000). Epidemiological data clearly show that tobacco smoke is a more 9421

powerful lung carcinogen that accounts for many more lung cancer cases than radon 9422

inhalation (ICRP, 2010). Background lung cancer rates in different populations will differ 9423

according to smoking prevalence and will change with time as habits change. In transporting 9424

risk estimates for radiation induced cancer across populations and calculating overall and 9425

relative detriment values, ICRP does not take account of smoking statistics. Thus, it should be 9426

recognised that ICRP nominal risk coefficients and dose coefficients apply to a mixed 9427

population of smokers and non-smokers.9428

(726) Dose coefficients are given in this publication for the inhalation of radon isotopes 9429

and their progeny in two situations of exposure:- Indoor Workplaces and Mines. The value 9430

for Indoor Workplaces should also be applied to other situations of exposure, including those 9431

in tourist caves, water supply facilities and spas. The task group calculated similar dose 9432

coefficients for indoor workplaces, tourist caves, water supply facilities and spas.  In 9433
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circumstances of occupational exposure to radon and progeny which require the application9434

of the system of protection and the calculation of worker doses, it is envisaged that the 9435

appropriate reference dose coefficient will be applied. Employers may also wish to make 9436

assessments of risk to their workers. It would then be appropriate to take account of the 9437

specific conditions of exposure (aerosol characteristics, equivalent factors, etc) in the 9438

calculation of lung dose, and of the individual characteristics of workers, including smoking 9439

habits, in estimating the associated risks.9440
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